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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Interaktionen zwischen passiven und kontrak-

tilen Muskelelementen untersucht. Eigene Daten und Literaturdaten werden auf

der makroskopischen Ebene (Kap. 2, 3) und auf der molekularen Ebene (Kap. 4)

analysiert. Dafür werden übliche, beziehungsweise um einen neuen Mechanismus

ergänzte Modelle verwendet. Die Analysen legen den Schluss nahe, dass die während

Muskelkontraktionen erzeugten passiven Kräfte bisher falsch eingeschätzt wurden.

Durch die Neubewertung der passiven Kräfte können die Ergebnisse einer Reihe von

Muskelexperimenten interpretiert werden.

Kapitel 1 bildet einen übergreifenden einleitenden Rahmen für die folgenden (in

internationalen Fachblättern publizierten) Kapitel 2–4. Insbesondere werden die den

Kapiteln zugrundeliegenden aktuellen Fragestellungen auf der Basis eines breiteren

wissenschaftlichen Umfeldes motiviert.

Die Gleitfilament- und Querbrückentheorien sind durch zahlreiche Nachweise

belegte Vorstellungen von der Funktionsweise der Muskulatur. Diese Theorien

können in der Form abstrahierter Ersatzmodelle genutzt werden, um in biomecha-

nischen Modellen die Eigenschaften des Muskels zu repräsentieren. Ein strukturell

unpassendes Ersatzmodell wird dabei in der Muskelphysiologie standardmäßig für

die Bestimmung entscheidender Muskeleigenschaften verwendet. Diese Muskeleigen-

schaften werden jedoch häufig in einem anderen Muskelmodell für biomechanische

Simulationen genutzt. Als weiteres, tiefgreifendes Problem treten bei vielen Muskeln,

insbesondere bei nicht-isometrischer Arbeitsweise, Krafteffekte auf, die weder von

akzeptierten molekularen Modellen noch von Ersatzmodellen hinreichend beschrie-

ben werden.

Im Kapitel 2 werden Effekte elastischer Elemente auf die Abschätzung der

aktiven Muskelkraft und der Einfluss dieser Effekte auf die Interpretation dazu in
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Zusammenfassung

Beziehung stehender Experimente untersucht.

Typischerweise wird die aktive Muskelkraft als Differenz aus der gemessenen

passiven Muskelkraft und der während elektrischer Stimulation gemessenen Gesamt-

muskelkraft (bei jeweils gleicher Gesamtmuskellänge) bestimmt (Standardmethode).

Aus mechanischer Sicht erfordert dies eine parallel elastische Komponente, die paral-

lel sowohl zur seriell elastischen Komponente als auch zur kontraktilen Komponente

angeordnet ist. Aus morphologischer Sicht sollte die parallel elastische Komponente

allerdings eher parallel zur kontraktilen Komponente, und beide in Serie zur seriell

elastischen Komponente angeordnet sein (Modell [CC]). In dieser Studie werden die

Unterschiede zwischen der mit beiden Herangehensweisen bestimmten aktiven Kraft

als auch deren Auswirkung auf die Interpretation von Experimenten untersucht.

Für den Soleus-Muskel (n=6) der Katze (Felis sylvestris) wurden in situ passive

Muskelkräfte ohne Stimulation und Gesamtmuskelkräfte während supramaximaler

Stimulation in isometrischen Kontraktionen bestimmt. Die Muskellängen reich-

ten von sehr kurzen Längen (nahe aktiver Insuffizienz) bis zu Längen, bei denen

Dehnungsschäden auftreten können.

Verglichen mit der Standardmethode ist die mit Modell [CC] bestimmte aktive

isometrische Maximalkraft durchschnittlich 10% höher und die optimale Länge der

kontraktilen Komponente ungefähr 10% länger. Die Modellwahl beeinflusst die In-

terpretation des Arbeitsbereichs und der Kraftpotenzierung nach aktiver Dehnung.

Die mit Modell [CC] abgeschätzte aktive Kraft–Längen Kurve der kontraktilen Kom-

ponente stimmt besser mit der theoretischen Kraft–Längen Kurve des Sarkomers

überein.

Im Kapitel 3 wird der Einfluss von Nichtlinearitäten in zwei typischen Hill-

Modellen untersucht. Aus nichtlinearer Regression ihrer Kraft-Vorhersagen an ex-

perimentelle Daten resultieren Modellparameter, die mit Muskeleigenschaften ver-

glichen werden.

Im Gegensatz zu komplexen, strukturellen Huxley-Modellen beschreiben Hill-

Modelle die Muskelkontraktion phänomenologisch mit wenigen Statusvariablen. Hill-

Modelle dominieren im sich ständig erweiternden Gebiet von Muskel-Skelett-Simula-

tionen aus Gründen der Einfachheit und des geringen Berechnungsaufwandes. Sinn-

volle Parameter werden benötigt, um Einsicht in die Mechanik von Bewegungen zu

erlangen.

Die zwei gebräuchlichsten Hill-Modelle enthalten drei Komponenten. Die se-

riell elastische Komponente (1) ist seriell zur kontraktilen Komponente (2) ange-
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ordnet. Eine parallel elastische Komponente (3) ist entweder parallel zur kontrak-

tilen und zur seriell elastischen Komponente angeordnet (Modell [CC+SEC]), oder ist

nur parallel zur kontraktilen Komponente (Modell [CC]) angeordnet. Sobald min-

destens eine der Komponenten entscheidende Nichtlinearitäten aufweist, wie zum

Beispiel die kontraktile Komponente mit ihrer Fähigkeit, an- bzw. auszuschalten,

sind beide Modelle mechanisch verschieden. Es wurde überprüft, welches dieser

Modelle ([CC+SEC] oder [CC]) den Soleus-Muskel der Katze (Felis sylvestris) besser

repräsentiert.

Rampenexperimente bestehend aus einem isometrischen Teil und einem isokine-

tischen Teil wurden in situ unter Verwendung supramaximaler Nervenstimulation

durchgeführt. Hill-Modelle, welche die Kraft–Längen- und Kraft–Geschwindigkeits

Beziehungen, eine Erregungs–Kontraktions Kopplung und seriell- und parallelelasti-

sche Kraft–Verlängerungs Beziehungen enthielten, wurden mit einem nichtlinearen

Optimierungsalgorithmus an die Kraftdaten angepasst. Die erhaltenen Parameter

wurden mit experimentell bestimmten Parametern verglichen.

In Situationen mit vernachlässigbarer passiver Kraft sind die Kraft–Geschwindig-

keits Beziehung und die Kraft–Verlängerungs Kurve der seriell-elastischen Kom-

ponente unabhängig vom gewählten Modell. Im Gegensatz zu Modell [CC+SEC]

stimmen diese Beziehungen mit den von Modell [CC] vorhergesagten überein. Ab-

schließend kann festgehalten werden, dass das Modell [CC] die Kontraktionsdynamik

des Katzenmuskels besser repräsentiert und für die Bestimmung von Muskeleigen-

schaften als auch in der Muskelmodellierung bevorzugt werden sollte.

Im Kapitel 4 wird ein physiologisch motivierter molekularer Mechanismus zur

Erklärung in der Literatur ausführlich beschriebener Krafteffekte vorgeschlagen.

Die Gleitfilament- und Querbrückentheorien können eine Anzahl von Muskelex-

perimenten nicht erklären. Zum Beispiel wurde vom Gesamtmuskel bis zur Myo-

fibrille gezeigt, dass die Vorhersagen dieser Theorien die Kraft während und nach

aktiver Gewebedehnung unterschätzen. Für aktive Gewebeverkürzung überschätzen

diese Theorien die experimentellen Kräfte.

Zusätzlich zum Querbrückenzyklus wird ein weiterer molekularer Mechanismus

vorgeschlagen, der im Sarkomer Kräfte erzeugt. Durch Aktivierung werden Myosin

Bindungsstellen am Aktinfilament frei. Es wird davon ausgegangen, dass sich die

PEVK-Region des Muskelproteins Titin an diese Bindungsstellen anheftet. Die

molekulare Federlänge des Titins verkürzt sich dadurch drastisch. Dies führt zu

erhöhten passiven Kräften wenn das Sarkomer gedehnt wird, und zu verringerten
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oder sogar negativen passiven Kräften wenn es sich verkürzt. Darüber hinaus greift

der vorgeschlagene Mechanismus bei Verkürzung in die aktive Krafterzeugung ein,

indem er die Bildung von Querbrücken verhindert.

Die Einarbeitung eines einfachen Modells eines ’Klebefeder’-Mechanismus’ in

ein Hill-Modell der Sarkomer-Dynamik eröffnet Erklärungsmöglichkeiten für einige

Kraftpotenzierungs- und Kraftunterdrückungseffekte. Beispielsweise hängt die Er-

höhung der Sarkomerkraft verglichen mit der durch die Gleitfilament- und Querbrü-

ckentheorien vorhergesagten Kraft von der Dehnungsamplitude und dem Arbeits-

bereich ab. Das gleiche trifft auf die Verringerung der Sarkomerkraft während und

nach der Verkürzung zu. Ohne dass die ausschließlich aus Literaturdaten stam-

menden Parameter angepasst wurden sagt das Modell Kräfte vorher, die mit Exper-

imenten übereinstimmen.

In Kapitel 5 werden abschließend allgemeine Schlussfolgerungen aus den in den

Kapiteln 2–4 präsentierten Resultaten gezogen.

Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass das Modell [CC] zur Bestimmung aktiver Kräfte

aus isometrischen Kontraktionen sowie zur Bestimmung eines kompletten Parame-

tersatzes durch nichtlineare Regression an Daten dem Modell [CC+SEC] vorzuziehen

ist. Der physiologische Arbeitsbereich des untersuchten Muskels befindet sich nach

Neubewertung ausschließlich auf dem ansteigenden Ast der aktiven Kraft–Längen

Kurve. Modell [CC] repräsentiert die Kontraktionsdynamik des Soleus-Muskels der

Katze besser.

Der in Kapitel 4 vorgeschlagene ergänzende molekulare ’Klebefeder’-Mechanis-

mus erzeugt während Kontraktionen des stimulierten Muskels erhebliche passive

Kräfte auch in Arbeitsbereichen, für die bisher vernachlässigbare passive Kräfte

angenommen wurden. Dem Muskelprotein Titin wird damit eine wichtige mecha-

nische Funktion in physiologischen Arbeitsbereichen zugeschrieben.

In der Literatur wird vorgeschlagen, dass aktive Dehnung den Querbrückenme-

chanismus modifiziert. Für diese Annahme gibt es bisher noch keinen Nachweis und

auch kein funktionierendes physiologisches Modell. Der ’Klebefeder’-Mechanismus

bietet eine Erklärung für diese Experimente unter Beibehaltung eines unveränderten

Querbrückenmechanismus. Das eingeführte einfache Modell des ’Klebefeder’-Mecha-

nismus’ reproduziert wichtige Abhängigkeiten beschriebener Krafteffekte und ist für

die Modellierung bestimmter Muskeln notwendig.

Die Art des Mechanismus’ motiviert eine Reihe neuer Experimente sowohl auf

Muskel- als auch auf Molekülebene zu dessen Verifizierung.
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Abstract

In the work at hand interactions between passive and contractile muscle elements

are explored. Own data and literature data is analyzed on the macroscopic level

(Chaps 2, 3) and on the molecular level (Chap. 4). For this purpose, common mod-

els and models including a new mechanism are applied, respectively. The analyses

suggest, that passive forces generated during muscle contractions have hitherto been

misjudged. With the re-evaluation of the passive forces, a series of muscle experi-

ments can be interpreted.

Chapter 1 shapes an overall introductory frame for the following Chapters 2–4

published in international journals. In particular, the underlying questions to those

chapters are motivated on the basis of a broader literature and a broader scientific

environment.

The sliding-filament and the crossbridge theories are conceivabilities of the op-

erating mode of musculature confirmed by numerous evidence. Abstracted in the

form of analogous models these theories can be used to represent muscle properties

in biomechanical models. A structurally improper analogous model is used by stan-

dard in muscle physiology for the determination of essential muscle properties. In

addition, despite their mechanical difference, these properties are used in another

analogous model for biomechanical simulations. A further, far-reaching problem

is that in many muscles, especially in non-isometric situations, force effects occur

which can neither be characterized by accepted molecular models nor by abstracted

analogous models.

In Chapter 2, the effects of elastic elements on the estimation of active muscle

force and the influence of those effects on the interpretation of related experiments

are investigated.

Typically, active muscle force is calculated by subtracting measured passive force
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from measured total (during electrical stimulation) force for corresponding whole

muscle lengths (standard method). From a mechanical point of view, this requires

a parallel elastic component that is arranged in parallel to both the series elastic

component and the contractile component. From a morphological point of view,

however, the parallel elastic component should be rather in parallel to the contractile

component, and both should be in series to the series elastic component (model [CC]).

In this study, the differences in active muscle force estimated with these two different

approaches and their impact on the interpretation of experiments is investigated.

Passive forces without stimulation and total forces during supramaximal stimu-

lation of six cat (Felis sylvestris) soleus muscles were measured in situ in end-held

isometric contractions. Lengths ranged from very short lengths (near active insuffi-

ciency) to lengths close to inducing stretch damage.

Compared to the standard method, the maximum isometric forces estimated with

model [CC] is about 10% higher and the optimal length of the contractile component

is about 10% longer. Model choice affects the interpretation of the physiological

working range and residual force enhancement. The active force–length relationships

of the contractile component determined with model [CC] agree better with the

theoretical sarcomere force–length relationship.

In Chapter 3, the influence of nonlinearities in two typical Hill-type models are

studied by comparing their parameters (obtained with nonlinear regression of their

force output to experimental data) with muscle properties.

Compared to complex structural Huxley-type models, Hill-type models phe-

nomenologically describe muscle contraction using only few state variables. The

Hill-type models dominate in the ever expanding field of musculoskeletal simulations

for simplicity and low computational cost. Reasonable parameters are required to

gain insight into mechanics of movement.

The two most common Hill-type muscle models used contain three components.

The series elastic component (1) is connected in series to the contractile component

(2). A parallel elastic component (3) is either connected in parallel to both the

contractile and the series elastic component (model [CC+SEC]), or is connected in

parallel only with the contractile component (model [CC]). As soon as at least one of

the components exhibits substantial nonlinearities, as e. g. the contractile component

by the ability to turn on and off, the two models are mechanically different. It was

tested which model ([CC+SEC] or [CC]) represents the cat (Felis sylvestris) soleus

better.
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Ramp experiments consisting of an isometric and an isokinetic part were per-

formed with an in situ cat soleus preparation using supramaximal nerve stimulation.

Hill-type models containing force–length and force–velocity relationship, excitation–

contraction coupling and series and parallel elastic force–elongation relations were

fitted to the data. The obtained parameters were compared with experimentally

determined parameters.

Determined in situations with negligible passive force, the force–velocity relation

and the series elastic component relation are independent of the chosen model. In

contrast to model [CC+SEC], these relations predicted by model [CC] were in accor-

dance with experimental relations. In conclusion, model [CC] better represents the

cat soleus contraction dynamics and should be preferred in the nonlinear regression

of muscle parameters and in musculoskeletal modeling.

In Chapter 4, a contemplary, physiological motivated molecular mechanism

related to titin, a giant protein in muscle, is proposed which accounts for formerly

unexplained force-effects extensively studied in literature.

The sliding-filament and crossbridge theories do not suffice to explain a number

of muscle experiments. For example, from the entire muscle to myofibrils, predictions

of these theories were shown to underestimate the force during and after active tissue

stretch. For active tissue shortening, these theories overestimate experimental forces.

In addition to the crossbridge cycle, another molecular mechanism is proposed

to be effective in sarcomere force generation. It is suggested that, when due to ac-

tivation, myosin binding sites are available on actin, the giant protein titin’s PEVK

region attaches itself to the actin filament at those sites. As a result, the molecular

spring length is dramatically reduced. This leads to increased passive force when the

sarcomere is stretched and to decreased or even negative passive force when the sar-

comere shortens. Moreover, during shortening, the proposed mechanism interferes

with active-force production by inhibiting crossbridges.

Incorporation of a simple ’sticky-spring’ mechanism model into a Hill-type model

of sarcomere dynamics offers explanations for several force-enhancement and force-

depression effects. For example, the increase of the sarcomere force compared to the

force predicted solely by the sliding-filament and crossbridge theories depends on

the stretch amplitude and on the working range. The same applies to the decrease

of sarcomere force during and after shortening. Using only literature data for its

parameterization, the model predicts forces similar to experimental results.
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In Chapter 5, general conclusions from the results presented in Chapters 2–4

are drawn.

It could be demonstrated, that model [CC] has to be preferred over model [CC+SEC]

for the estimation of active force from end-held isometric contractions as well as for

the determination of a parameter set by nonlinear regression to experimental data.

The physiologic working range of muscles with pronounced parallel elasticity shifts

towards the ascending limb of the active force-length relationship. Model [CC] rep-

resents the contraction dynamics of the cat soleus muscle better.

The suggested complementary molecular ’sticky-spring’ mechanism creates sub-

stantial passive force during contractions of the stimulated muscle in working ranges

hitherto associated with negligible passive forces. Therewith titin is attributed an

important mechanical function in physiologic working ranges.

In the literature it is suggested that active stretch modifies the crossbridge mech-

anism. To date, no experimental proof confirmed this suggestion, and no working

biophysical model exists. The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism offers an explanation of

these experiments perpetuating an unmodified crossbridge mechanism. The pro-

posed simple model of the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism reproduces important depen-

dencies of described force effects and should be considered in the modeling of certain

muscles.

The nature of the mechanism motivates a series of new experiments on muscle

level and molecular level for its verification.
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Preface

Originally, the work was funded to elucidate adaptations of muscles to function,

e. g. to exemplify special characteristics needed to produce positive or negative work,

stability, or spring-like behavior. Such undertaking requires existing suitable muscle

models and parameters. Muscle experiments and modeling resulted, however, in the

belief that existing muscle models were not sufficient to describe neither arbitrary

muscles nor contractions in varying dynamic conditions. Hence, focus was on muscle

modeling and parameter determination, and fundamental steps were taken towards

achieving the original goal.

I am clearly aware of how lucky I am to have had the opportunity to work on this

thesis. Born in the German Democratic Republic, I had what I consider an advan-

tage, namely to see our social system collapse. This experience furthered a critical

view of many aspects of life. Unlike many others, I had free access to regular meals,

education, sports, etc. It was hard to learn that we, in part, live on the expense of

others. Fortunately, I had a glimpse of hope as I understood that this problem could

be solved by sustainable production (including restriction of consumption). It would

probably be overwhelming to see the stream of knowledge created if humankind’s

full potential could unfold. In that sense, this work is dedicated to those who have

the ability, but not the chance, to contribute to that stream.

First of all, I cordially thank my father for sensitizing me to the greater context

I live in. In the same manner, I thank my mother, who contributed a great part

to my analytical way of thinking. With my sister, I feel bonded mainly through

childhood memories. Fortunately, as of late, we have been able to spend more time

together.

I heartily thank Maria with whom I share the responsible, and sometimes diffi-

cult, but rewarding task of bringing up two (of course) unbelievably cute children

whose arrival changed our lives dramatically. Without Maria’s understanding for

the large amount of time I spent at work, this dissertation would not have been
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possible, at least not in this quality.

I want to express my gratitude to Prof. Dr. Reinhard Blickhan, chair of the

Institute of Motion Science at the Friedrich Schiller University in Jena. During my

time as a competitive athlete, I had a practical interest in muscles. Dr. Blickhan,

on the other hand, guided my theoretical interest towards these fascinating motors.

Yet in the preceding exam, his ideas started to influence my thinking. I got to know

him as an enthusiastic, fair person with manifold interests, and I will remember the

inspiring discussions we had. He manages a broad-based chair, and it was an honor

and a delight to work at his institute for the past four years.

Furthermore, I would like to thank Dr. Tobias Siebert, a friend, colleague, and

counselor who always provided a listening ear for the professional and private prob-

lems during the stressful and emotional time of my doctoral work. The lines of

communication between us will remain long after this work has been published. I

will miss the exciting discussions on new results, but may drop in from time to time

to discuss the latest news.
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

From various viewpoints, may they be morphological, mechanical, chemical, or even

flavorful, striated (skeletal and cardiac) muscle is an exciting matter. Understanding

and modeling of the mechanical muscle properties is crucial to enhance our know-

ledge of e. g. how humans achieve efficient, stable, and variable movements. In a

more direct manner, muscle diagnosis can be beneficial for competetive athletes or

for the patient after asymmetric injuries. In this work, by investigating mechanical

interactions between passive and contractile muscle elements on the entire muscle

level (cf. Chap. 2 and Chap. 3), but also on the molecular level (cf. Chap. 4), a deeper

understanding of muscle properties and their possible functional role in relation to

movement qualities is seeked.

In Fig. 1.1 the structure of the work is shown. Chapters 2–4 contain reformatted

versions of papers published in international journals (Rode et al., 2009; Siebert

et al., 2008; Rode et al., 2009b). They address questions raised in the general

introduction. In the general conclusions, the results are embedded in a greater

research context and their impact is discussed.

1.1 Physiological background of muscle contraction

To facilitate the access to this work, the morphology of striated muscle is introduced,

and fundamental observations providing the ground for as well as experiments sup-

porting the widely accepted sliding-filament and crossbridge theories of muscular

contraction are reported.

Morphological, striated muscle is a highly organized structure (Fig. 1.2). Espe-

cially when it is cooked, with the naked eye we can see hundreds of fascicles arranged
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Figure 1.1. Structure of this work.

in parallel, the structural unit which consists of a few hundred muscle fibers (muscle

cells). A fiber, in turn, contains about one hundred structural subunits running in

parallel to each other along its length axis, the myofibrils. The myofibril, again, is

made up of thin filaments, which consist primarily of the protein actin, and thick

filaments, which consist primarily of the protein myosin. These filaments are ar-

ranged longitudinal to the myofibrils in a crystalline structure (Fig. 1.2, bottom

right), where one myosin filament has six actin filament neighbors, and one actin fil-

ament has three myosin neighbors. The transverse myosin filament spacing is about

40 nm. Throughout vertebrate species, in striated muscle the myosin filament has

a length of 1.6 µm (Walker and Schrodt, 1974), and the actin filament has a

varying length of around 1 µm (e. g. Herzog et al., 1992). The actin filaments

connect to the Z-disc (Fig. 1.2, bottom), and together with the myosin filaments

they are organized into repeated subunits, the sarcomeres, to span the length of the

myofibril, which ranges from millimeters to centimeters in humans.

On different levels of organization, the sarcomeres are embedded in slightly vis-

coelastic connective tissue (endomysium surrounding the fibers, perimysium sur-

rounding the fascicles, epimysium surrounding the entire muscle, compare Fig. 1.2).

Moreover, viscoelastic components within the muscle fibers such as structural pro-

teins (e. g. titin, nebulin, desmin), membranes (e. g. sarcolemma, sarcoplasmic retic-

ulum) and longitudinally arranged intermediate filaments (Wang and Ramirez-

Mitchell, 1983) complete the passive framework. Via aponeurosis and tendon,

the generated contractile force is finally transmitted to the bone.
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tendon aponeurosis
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Figure 1.2. Skeletal muscle structure from entire (top) to molecular (bottom) level.
In the half-sarcomere (bottom), filaments are lumped (real ratio of actin, myosin, and
titin filaments: 2:1:6). For details see text.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

Defining half-sarcomeres (Fig. 1.2, bottom) as the smallest, consistent force pro-

ducing unit, a muscle can be seen as a structure of millions of motors in parallel

times thousands of motors in series, which are embedded in a sophisticated passive

framework.

The nearly perfect alignment of the sarcomeres of one myofibril with those of the

myofibrils next to it leads to similar optical properties of the fiber when compared to

the fibril. These optical properties were exploited in two groundbreaking papers in

1954: Using interference microscopy, A. F. Huxley and Niedergerke (1954) and

H. E. Huxley and Hanson (1954) showed that the width of the anisotropic band in

fibers and myofibrils (Fig. 1.2), respectively, remained constant during contraction.

In both papers, a sliding-filament model was suggested, in which myosin filaments

determine the length of the anisotropic band, and the muscle shortens as a result of

actin filaments sliding into this band. Moreover, H. E. Huxley and Hanson (1954)

extracted myosin from the anisotropic band and demonstrated the importance of

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis in the contraction cycle.

In 1940, Ramsey and Street published the typical isometric force–length curve

of muscle fibers firstly rising and then decreasing linearly with length (Ramsey and

Street, 1940). In light of these findings, A. F. Huxley and Niedergerke (1954)

pointed out, that independent sites of interaction distributed in the overlap zone of

the filaments could account for the linear decrease in isometric force production. Re-

investigating the force–length dependence of active-force production, Gordon et al.

(1966) could accurately allocate the length dependence of isometric force-production

to a geometrical model of filament overlap, substantiating the then current theory

that independent force generators distributed along myosin were responsible for

force production. Numerous X-ray and electron microscopy studies resolved the

fine structure of those force generators and supported the proposed tilting of myosin

heads (H. E. Huxley, 1969) during the crossbridge cycle. Finally, retaining an actin

filament with laser traps and closely positioning a silica bead coated with myosin

molecules, Finer et al. (1994) provided experimental evidence that single myosin

heads interact with actin producing piconewton forces and nanometer steps.

To provide a rather complete picture of muscular contraction, though not neces-

sary to understand the work at hand, a short introduction to the relation between

muscle excitation and contraction is given. If the internal potential of a muscle cell

is raised by roughly 40 mV at any point of the membrane (physiologically at the

end-plate), an action potential (’all or nothing’ character of fiber activation) is set

up which propagates in both fiber directions along the cell membrane at 1 m s−1.
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1.2 Models of muscular force-production

At the same time, it spreads inward via a sophisticated ’T’ (transverse) tubule sys-

tem (inward folding of the cellular membrane), which in mammalians branches out

to each half-sarcomere, and triggers an intracellular calcium release from adjacent

lateral cisternae of the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Calcium, in turn, triggers contrac-

tion by reaction with regulatory proteins that in the absence of calcium prevent

interaction of actin and myosin (see Ebashi and Endo, 1968, for a review).

1.2 Models of muscular force-production

In (biological) science, theoretical frameworks tend to be replaced after accumulated

incremental advance of knowledge (Herzog, 2000). In the fortunate case, that of

generalization, the old theory survives embedded in the new theory as a particular

case. For example, Newton’s laws, giving a sufficient description of everyday life’s

mechanics, are a special case of the more general relativity theory. In the other

case, theories have to be completely rejected due to new experimental evidence. For

example, early theories of muscle contraction like the lactic acid theory, according

to which muscle contraction occurred due to folding of long protein chains, had to

be completely rejected and replaced with other theories which were able to account

for the increasing amount and diversity of experimental data.

In the following sections 1.2.1–1.2.3, simple biophysical and phenomenological

models of muscular contraction approximating the now current sliding-filament and

crossbridge theories are introduced. Problems in the application of the two most

common phenomenological models are posed motivating the studies presented in

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

1.2.1 Biophysical Huxley-type models

Here, the crossbridge theory of muscle contraction is introduced by means of a simple

biophysical model to establish a basic, supposedly physiological, understanding of

the contraction process.

The aforementioned work of A. F. Huxley and Niedergerke (1954) and

H. E. Huxley and Hanson (1954) provided the ground for refinement of or even

new theories on one of the most intriguing biological questions: on that of how chem-

ical energy can be converted to mechanical work. In 1957, based on experimental

findings, A. F. Huxley came up with the influential crossbridge theory of muscle

contraction (A. F. Huxley, 1957). Elegantly as it was formulated, it could explain

the rate of energy liberation (heat + work) known at that time (Hill, 1938) as well
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

as the rate of work (Hill, 1938) during muscle shortening. Moreover, this theory

provided straightforward explanations for isometric tetanus tension proportional to

filament overlap (Ramsey and Street, 1940; Gordon et al., 1966) and speed of

unloaded shortening independent of overlap (e. g. Gordon et al., 1966).

Basically, the crossbridge theory proposes that myosin heads projecting from

the myosin filaments cyclically attach to binding sites on actin forming a so-called

crossbridge (Fig. 1.3a), somehow accomplish a powerstroke (today, a rotation of the

myosin head is assumed, proposed by H. E. Huxley, 1969), and detach, hydrolizing

one ATP during one cycle. In the theoretical description (A. F. Huxley, 1957),

which is kinetic in character, non-constant rate functions f and g (Fig. 1.3b; reasoned

with enzymatic activity) are assumed to regulate the attachment and the detachment

of the myosin heads, respectively. The force a crossbridge is able to exert is assumed

to depend linearly on the distance x from its ’equilibrium position’, x = 0 (i. e. the

myosin head is tilted in shortening direction, and there is no force in the crossbridge).

The myosin heads can attach only in the range (0, h) with the rate f . When attached,

the myosin heads can be pulled into ranges x < 0 during shortening, and into ranges

x > h during stretch, and they detach with the rate g.

myosin filament

actin filament x

equilibrium position 
of M site (x=0)

a b

M A 1

h x

g

f
g

2

3

4

5

Figure 1.3. (a) Single crossbridge (Huxley, 1957). Projections (M sites) from the
myosin filament are able to attach to the actin filament at myosin binding sites (A
sites) and to exert longitudinal force via an elastic element. Horizontal arrows indicate
relative filament movement. (b) Attachment (f) and detachment (g) rates of M sites
(myosin heads) depending on x, the distance from the equilibrium position of the M
site. Non-constancy of f and g is motivated with auxiliary enzymatic activity in some
ranges. f + g at x = h sets the unit of the ordinate. (Figures adapted from A. F.
Huxley, 2000)

The distribution of the number of attached crossbridges (and hence the exerted

force) depends on the independent variables time and x and is governed by a partial

differential equation (A. F. Huxley, 1957). The attachment and detachment rates
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1.2 Models of muscular force-production

were chosen such that the derived steady-state forces during isokinetic shortening

(i. e. there is an equilibrated distribution and the partial differential equation can

be solved easily) matched the Hill-hyperbola (Hill, 1938) and the rate of energy

liberation during shortening (Hill, 1938). The rate for attachment is moderate.

The rate for detachment is low in the range where the crossbridge exerts positive

force (i. e. when x > 0), and it is high in the range where it exerts negative force

(i. e. when x < 0).

A closer examination of the cycle time might improve our conception of the

crossbridge cycle and its relation to energy liberation in shortening contractions.

Let’s assume that the time spent for adsorption of ATP (the myosin head detaches)

and its hydrolysis (myosin stores elastic energy) is constant, say, 5 ms. At low

filament velocities, the crossbridge might detach in ranges x > 0 (where detachment

is slow). For higher velocities, it is pulled into the range x < 0 (where detachment is

fast). If we assume a maximum contraction velocity of 10 optimal lengths s−1 and

an optimal half-sarcomere length of about 1 µm, the resulting velocity is 10 µm s−1,

or 10 nm ms−1. Given that a crossbridge stroke comprises 10 nm (literature values

vary between 5 nm and 15 nm) the time it spends attached is about 1 ms, and

myosin detaches in the range x < 0 (where detachment is fast). Then, assuming a

mean delay of 2 ms until an attachment site is within reach of the myosin head, the

minimal mean cycle time is about 8 ms. These considerations give an idea why cycle

frequency, and thus ATP consumption and energy liberation, decrease monotonically

for lower velocities for the 1957 model of the crossbridge theory. Further, the time

until an equilibrated distribution (and constant force) is established depends on the

filament sliding speed.

The crossbridge theory was refined by many researchers including A. F. Huxley

himself to account for various experimental findings. For example, transient force-

responses on the order of milliseconds were explained with equilibration between two

(or more) attachment states (A. F. Huxley and Simmons, 1971). The slow increase

in force of the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds in the same experiments was

attributed to crossbridge attachment and detachment (A. F. Huxley and Simmons,

1971). The general ability of modified crossbridge models to explain force effects

introduced in section 1.3 is discussed in section 5.2.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

1.2.2 Phenomenological Hill-type models

In this section it is described how the mechanical muscle function is approximated

with rheologic models, thereby establishing the theoretical basis for Chapter 3 and

the argumentation in section 1.3. Moreover, it elaborates on the fact that a morpho-

logical less convincing model is applied by default for the determination of crucial

properties of the contractile elements which motivates the study presented in Chap-

ter 2 concerned with a more successful quantification of those properties, and the

impact on the interpretation of experiments.

Hill-type muscle models phenomenologically describe the entire muscle’s be-

haviour by separating the muscle into rheologic elements with defined properties.

Depending on the purpose of the study and on the muscle modeled, Hill-type mod-

els contain a contractile component representing the dynamic features of the muscle

fibers and a varying number of passive components representing the passive tissues

(see Winters, 1990, for a review).

Similar to basic two-state crossbridge models (Zahalak, 1981), such lumped

parameter models cannot account for e. g. force effects on low time scales (on the

order of ms) after step changes in length as discussed in section 1.2.1, but give

reasonable results on higher time scales.

Phenomenological Hill-type models, however, are not necessarily more imprecise

with respect to the desired goal (e. g. estimating the force a muscle produces) than

more sophisticated biophysical models since the phenomenologic descriptions can

be modified to account for measured effects not covered by the underlying theory.

For a variety of modifications of the subsequently introduced product approach see

Winters (1990), and for a list of advantages and disadvantages of both biophysical

crossbridge models and Hill-type models see Tab. 1.1.

The contractile component

The contractile component representing the dynamic features of the muscle fibers

exerts active force only when it is stimulated.

Its central property is the famous hyperbolic force–velocity relationship of short-

ening (i. e. the muscle produces positive mechanical work) muscle (Hill, 1938) al-

ready mentioned in section 1.2.1 (Fig. 1.4, shortening). For eccentric contractions

(i. e. the muscle produces negative mechanical work), the force–velocity relationship

is commonly also modeled as a hyperbolic relationship (Fig. 1.4, stretch; e. g. Katz,

1939; van Soest and Bobbert, 1993), though its experimental determination is
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1.2 Models of muscular force-production

Table 1.1. (Dis)advantages of biophysical crossbridge models and Hill-type models.a

Model Advantages Disadvantages

crossbridge link mechanics, chemistry, and

structure

no consensus about fine details

access to relations between me-

chanics, energetics, chemical ki-

netics

not easily applicable in multiple

muscle systems

Hill-type easily applicable in multiple mus-

cle systems

conceptual constructs are related

with parameters applied in any

operating condition

large body of experimental data /

characteristic parameters

no information about biochemical

energetics
a Zahalak (1990)

ambiguous (Till et al., 2008) due to effects not easily reconciled with the crossbridge

theory of muscle contraction (see section 1.3).

Further, more often than not Hill-type models take the force–length relationship

(Ramsey and Street, 1940; Gordon et al., 1966) into account by multiplying the

force–velocity value with a length-dependent factor fl ∈ [0, 1] (Fig. 1.4). With the

exception of the steep part of the ascending limb of the force–length relationship,

this product approach straightforwardly follows from the idea of independent force

generators equally distributed along the myosin filaments.

Moreover, excitation–contraction dynamics are easily incorporated by multiply-

ing the force-envelope shown in Fig. 1.4 with a factor A(S), where S ∈ [0, 1] rep-

resents the fraction of electrically stimulated fibres and A ∈ [0, 1] their delayed

effectiveness in force production due to the time constant(s) of intracellular calcium

influx.

Simplifying assumptions are, that, in contrast to the crossbridge theory, the force

exerted by the contractile component instantaneously adjusts to its contraction-

velocity, and that the myriad of half-sarcomeres (see section 1.1) function as one

half-sarcomere. An exception to the latter are simulations with many Hill-type

models of half-sarcomeres in series to mimick a fiber or myofibril (e. g. Morgan,

1990; Denoth et al., 2002).
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Figure 1.4. The normalized force-envelope according to the product approach
(F/Fim = fl · fv). Fim is the maximum isometric force, and fl and fv are factors
due to the normalized isometric active force–length relationship (thick black line, here
that of the half-sarcomere, at v/vmax = 0) and the normalized force–velocity relation-
ship (broken line, at l/lopt = 1), respectively. lopt is the optimal length assumed in
the middle of the plateau and vmax is the maximal contraction velocity. To follow the
subsequent arguments, consider Fig. 1.2. On the descending limb (range I) the filament
overlap increases during shortening. In the plateau (range II) actin filaments enter the
myosin filament’s bare zone (no myosin heads). On the upper part of the ascending
limb (range III) actin filaments overlap with the adjacent half-sarcomere’s myosin. As
a result, a number of crossbridges depending linarly on this overlap become ineffective
leading to a linear decline in active force. In the steep part of the ascending limb (range
IV ), the myosin filaments hit the Z-disc (compare Fig. 1.2) and e. g. counteracting
compressive forces are assumed to occur. The force–length relationship shown is hy-
pothesized from actin and myosin filament lengths of the frog (Walker and Schrodt,
1974) and fiber measurements of Gordon et al. (1966).

Passive components

The muscle fibers are surrounded in series and in parallel by passive, slightly damped

elastic tissues (Katz, 1939, see also section 1.1). These tissues are divided into

springs and dashpots arranged in series and in parallel to the contractile component

(Winters, 1990).

The introduction of an elastic component in series to the contractile component

(Hill, 1938) introduces an internal degree of freedom to the model, i. e. the con-

tractile component’s length is decoupled from the entire muscle’s length in the sense

that the sum of its length and the series elastic component’s length equals muscle

length. For example, length changes of the contractile component can remain negli-
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1.2 Models of muscular force-production

gible although the muscle experiences considerable stretch-shortening cycles during

locomotion (Roberts et al., 1997).

Mathematically, this internal degree of freedom leads to a first order ordinary

differential equation governing such Hill-type models. Interestingly, since the muscle

force defines the length of the series elastic component, this equation can be formu-

lated such that only muscle length, but not velocity, is required as input (compare

Chap. 3). This is favorable, since experimentally obtained length data contains

much less noise than velocity data. To derive the model force, the highly nonlinear

differential equation is solved by numerical integration.

The neglection of passive elasticity is, however, only reasonable for modeling of

muscle force-production in the physiological range of some muscles. Passive elasticity

is a feature varying considerably between muscles (e. g. Gareis et al., 1992). In

light of the internal degree of freedom, it is important in which way a parallel elastic

component (accounting for passive muscle force) connects to the contractile and

series elastic components. If it is only in parallel to the contractile component but

in series to the series elastic component (model [CC]), its force depends on the length

of the contractile component. If it spans the entire muscle (model [CC+SEC]), its

force depends on the length of the entire muscle (Fig. 1.5).

CCPEC

SEC

PEC CC

SEC

[CC+SEC] [CC]

Figure 1.5. The two most common Hill-type models. Assume fixed total model length.
If the active force associated with the contractile component (CC) increases, the series
elastic component (SEC) elongates. Then, in model [CC], the force in the parallel elastic
component (PEC) decreases. The converse applies for a decrease in active force. In
model [CC+SEC], the PEC force is unaffected by such internal movement.

Assuming linear components in these models, their parameters can be adjusted

to produce exactly the same output (i. e. force to the bone). However, assessment

of physiologic values of internal component parameters such as the active force–

length relationship of the contractile component is desired for useful interpretation of
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experimental results concerning e. g. the working range of the fibers. These internal

parameters would vary depending on the model. Moreover, due to non-linarities in

each component, the models are mechanically different and cannot exert identical

forces in varying dynamic conditions.

Although structural arguments clearly prefer model [CC] over model [CC+SEC],

the method applied by default when separating active muscle force (exerted by the

fibers) from the total muscle force requires model [CC+SEC] (Blix, 1891; Rack and

Westbury, 1969; Woittiez et al., 1983; Herzog and Leonard, 2005). This

standard approach might be especially flawed in whole muscle experiments, since

large series compliance is introduced by aponeurosis and tendon (Zajac, 1989) when

compared to isolated fiber experiments. In Chapter 2 we investigate the influence

of model choice on the determined active force–length relationship of the cat soleus

muscle and resulting consequences in detail.

1.2.3 Applications of Hill-type muscle models

In this section, an overview of Hill-type model applications is given. The rather

arbitrary choice of one of the two most popular, mechanically different rheologic

models by biomechanists is addressed. Moreover, emphasis is laid on the need of

meaningful model parameters for simulations. The study in Chapter 3 addresses

these issues and attempts to clarify whether it can be judged solely from the output

(i. e. the force exerted by the muscle) whether one of the models represents the

muscle phenomenologically better.

In musculoskeletal modeling, Hill-type models are frequently used for mathe-

matical ease and low computation time. Applications comprise forward-simulations

of single (e. g. van Soest and Bobbert, 1993; Seyfarth et al., 1996) or multiple

muscle systems (Hardin et al., 2004; Neptune et al., 2004, 2008), assessment of the

mechanical effectiveness of neuronal feedback loops (e. g. Geyer et al., 2003; van

Soest and Rozendaal, 2008), determination of muscle properties (e. g. Wagner

et al., 2005; Siebert et al., 2007) as well as assessment of the stability of simple

musculoskeletal systems (e. g. Wagner and Blickhan, 1999; Geyer et al., 2003;

Rode et al., 2009a).

Typically, viscous properties of the passive tissues are neglected, and the simple

models [CC] and [CC+SEC] are frequently applied for modeling of musculoskeletal

systems (e. g. Winters, 1990; Hardin et al., 2004; Ettema and Meijer, 2000;

van Soest et al., 2003). An argument proposed in favour of model [CC+SEC] is that
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1.3 Challenges to the sliding-filament and crossbridge theories

passive forces can easily be included directly in the joint properties (Winters, 1990),

whereas structural arguments favour model [CC]. It is however not clear, whether the

difference in model structure has considerable influence on the simulation results.

It was shown in fiber measurements pioneered by Griffiths (1991) that muscle

fibers can shorten considerably in an otherwise isometric contraction. In ranges with

passive forces the models’ output should differ due to nonlinearities in their compo-

nents (compare section 1.2.2). So far, however, attempts to clarify experimentally

from the muscle force output which model is more appropriate failed (Jewell and

Wilkie, 1958).

A prerequisite to obtain meaningful simulation results are meaningful muscle

model parameters. Progress has been made in assessing consistent parameter sets for

single muscles while preventing time-consuming experiments (Wagner et al., 2005).

In their approach, model parameters are adapted by an optimization algorithm to

achieve agreement between simulated force and experimental force. This method is

particularly appealing since in combination with musculoskeletal models it allows

non-invasive determination of muscle parameters in humans (Siebert et al., 2007).

However, one difficulty with their approach is the lacking representation of passive

forces.

The purpose of the study presented in Chapter 3 (applying a similar method to

Wagner et al. (2005) but including a parallel elastic component) was twofold: We

investigated whether the nonlinearities in the muscle components allow a conclusion

from force output to which model ([CC] or [CC+SEC]) is more appropriate to represent

the muscle phenomenologically; the second aim was to provide consistent Hill-type

model parameter sets for the cat soleus muscle for further research.

1.3 Challenges to the sliding-filament and crossbridge

theories

In this section, past and recent experimental evidence is reported which casts doubt

on the classic crossbridge theory of muscle contraction. Theoretical explanations are

discussed, but the experimental evidence contradicts their predictive power. Atten-

tion is drawn to some extraordinary features of the giant muscle protein titin. The

theoretical study presented in Chapter 4 attempts to overcome the gap between the

crossbridge theory of muscular contraction and experimental results by suggesting

a complementary titin-related molecular force-producing mechanism.
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Numerous results have been reported seemingly invalidating the crossbridge the-

ory. For example, Hill (1964) repeated his measurements of energy liberation dur-

ing shortening and found a maximum around 0.6 maximum contraction velocity.

In a speculative explanation, (A. F. Huxley, 1973) assumed initial weak and then

strong binding of myosin heads to actin, with possible detachment from the weakly

bound state without utilizing ATP, which accounts for such a maximum in liberated

energy.

Another energy related argument not straightforwardly explained by the cross-

bridge theory is the reduced energy liberation during stretch (less than in isometric

condition, e. g. Abbott et al., 1951). To account for this experimental result, de-

tachment must be allowed to occur without splitting of ATP when the crossbridge is

prevented from going through its working stroke during stretching (A. F. Huxley,

1974).

But there are even more serious challenges to the crossbridge theory as the single

force-producing mechanism in muscular contraction.

In 1952, even before A. F. Huxley proposed the crossbridge theory, Abbott

and Aubert showed that the force in an isometric phase after active fiber short-

ening was lower than the active force in an isometric contraction at the same final

length (Abbott and Aubert, 1952). The converse applies to eccentric contractions

(Abbott and Aubert, 1952, compare schematic Fig. 1.6). Since then, the depen-

dencies of these so-called history-effects on the working range, and on the magnitude

and velocity of the length change, have been extensively studied in entire muscles,

muscle fibers, or even myofibrils (e. g. Marechal and Plaghki, 1979; Morgan

et al., 1982; Morgan, 1990; Herzog and Leonard, 1997, 2000, 2002; Pinniger

et al., 2006; Till et al., 2008; Herzog et al., 2008). If the fiber is assumed to

operate as one half-sarcomere, this behaviour is clearly in contradiction to the cross-

bridge theory, since due to its kinetic character force is bound to equilibrate to the

same final force at a defined length independent of the contraction history.

In 1953, A. V. Hill pointed out, that, during an isometric contraction on the

descending limb of the active force–length relationship (Fig. 1.4, range I ), non-

uniformities in in series arranged parts of the muscle would tend to progressively

increase due to the instability inherent in the negative slope in this range of the

force–length relationship (Hill, 1953). When sarcomere lengths were controlled

during fiber experiments (Gordon et al., 1966; Julian et al., 1978), length in-

homogeneities, albeit not distributed throughout the fiber but rather assigned to

distinct regions, were reported.
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Figure 1.6. Schematic of length controlled electrically stimulated (black bar) muscle
contractions. Force is higher after active stretch to the final length (2), and lower after
active shortening to the final length (3), than in the isometric (1) contraction. If the
muscle is assumed to act as one half-sarcomere, the sliding-filament and crossbridge
theories would predict the same force at the final length for all three protocols.

Following these theoretical and experimental suggestions, D. Morgan and col-

leagues developed one of the rare ideas to physiologically explain the observed

history-effects to a quantitative level (Morgan et al., 1982; Morgan, 1990). In

simulations with 100 to 500 sarcomeres in series mimicking a fiber Morgan (1990)

could generate some of the reported phenomena on the descending limb of the active

force–length relationship. During stretch of a half-sarcomere chain, longer, ’weaker’

half-sarcomeres elongate more rapidly until they are ’caught’ by passive forces (in-

troduced by titin and intermediate filaments) supposedly at long lengths. If the

force value exceeds the eccentric force-asymptote (Fig. 1.4), the half-sarcomere is

even expected to ’pop’ almost instantaneously to this long length (Morgan, 1990).

Consequently, the non-’popped’ half-sarcomeres operate at shorter lengths than ex-

pected from uniform distribution, and the fiber exerts higher force. In the short-

ening case, ’stronger’ sarcomeres shorten with increased velocity, and the ’weaker’

sarcomeres would be longer when compared to uniform distribution, and the fiber

would exert lower force. Even more appealing, in his approach no change of the

crossbridge theory and no additional mechanism was required. The necessary vast
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

non-uniformities in half-sarcomere lengths could, however, not be demonstrated in

muscle structures larger than a fiber.

In the course of time, a number of arguments were raised challenging the ’non-

uniformity theory’ as the sole mechanism to explain history effects. For exam-

ple, the ’non-uniformity theory’ can not predict the slight, but consistent residual

force enhancement measured on the low-slope part of the ascending limb (Fig. 1.4,

range III) of the active force–length relationship (Herzog and Leonard, 2005).

Furthermore, the steady-state force after an active stretch was shown to exceed the

maximum isometric force (Herzog et al., 2008; Lee and Herzog, 2008), and sar-

comere lengths, though inhomogeneous before stretch, were shown to homogenize

(in absence of sufficient passive force as concluded from passive stretches) during and

after active stretch on the descending limb of the active force–length relationship

(Herzog et al., 2008); results, which are contrary to those expected in terms of the

crossbridge theory.

Evidence provided by Pinniger et al. (2006) suggested that the history effects

during and after stretch are related to a mechanism independent of the crossbridge

force generation. Disabling a large amount of crossbridges (about 80%), they found

a positive force slope during active stretch equal to the force slope after an initial

transient phase during active intact-fiber stretch. They speculated mainly titin, the

largest known protein, to be responsible for the effect.

Titin’s functional role is not entirely known. Importance as a structural protein

enabling the construction of the muscle cell, as well as a spring-like function restor-

ing the sarcomere’s resting length are assumed. Recent work revealed a stiffness

rise (Labeit et al., 2003; Joumaa et al., 2008) in titin’s molecular spring region

(connecting the myosin filament to the Z-disc, compare Fig. 1.2) due to calcium.

However, the increased stiffness is severalfold lower than the stiffness required to

explain the force slope observed during active stretch.

Titin’s molecular spring region exhibited yet further interesting features. In-

teraction with actin seems possible when calcium is present (Kellermayer and

Granzier, 1996) and a distinct part of it can attach to the actin filament (Bianco

et al., 2007). Such attachments might occur at myosin binding sites on actin

(Niederlander et al., 2004). In Chapter 4, we introduce a molecular mecha-

nism related to these findings which explains numerous history-effects of muscular

contraction.
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Chapter 2

The Effects of Parallel and

Series Elastic Components on

the Active Cat Soleus

Force–Length Relationship

2.1 Introduction

A key to understanding of how muscles generate force is to know which part of this

force is actively produced by the muscle’s contractile elements. In experiments, this

active force is estimated by comparing two forces. The first is the total force that a

muscle develops when it is electrically stimulated at a certain length. The second is

the passive force that is developed at the same length without any stimulation. The

active force is then calculated by subtracting the passive from the total force (e. g.

Blix, 1891; Ramsey and Street, 1940; Rack and Westbury, 1969; Huxley and

Niedergerke, 1954; Woittiez et al., 1983; Morgan et al., 2000; Herzog and

Leonard, 2005).

This standard method assumes that the difference between total and passive

force equals the force produced by the contractile elements. This assumption is

however not trivial. The muscle’s contractile elements are surrounded in series and

in parallel by passive, lightly damped elastic tissues (Katz, 1939). Typically, the vis-

cous properties of the passive tissue are neglected and it is divided into series (SEC)

and parallel elastic components (PEC) that connect to the contractile component

(CC)(Winters, 1990). Defining these three components in a one-dimensional mod-
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Chapter 2. Active Muscle Force: Elastic Component Effects

elling approach, only two connection schemes providing elasticity in series to the CC

and a passive force transmission exist. In the first, the PEC is in parallel to both

the CC and the SEC]; in the second, the PEC is in parallel to the CC and the two

are in series with the SEC (Fig. 2.1a). Given a passive force at a constant length for

both connection schemes, different active forces (in the CC) are required to produce

the same total force. This holds even for linear SEC and PEC, and the two different

schemes describe two different mechanical systems. Calculating the active force by

subtracting the passive from the total force (standard method) requires the first

connection scheme (Fig. 2.1a, model [CC+SEC]).

CC

SEC

PECCC

PEC

SEC

model [CC+SEC] model [CC]

aponeurosis 2

tendon aponeurosis 1

distal
end

bonefascicles

ba

Figure 2.1. (a) Principal connection schemes of SEC, PEC, and CC. In model
[CC+SEC], the passive force only depends on the overall system length. In model [CC],
there is a length dependence of the SEC and the PEC. Consequently, passive force in the
PEC does not only depend on the overall system length, but also on the force exerted
by the CC. (b) Schematic drawing of cat soleus, adapted from Rack and Westbury
(1969). The aponeurosis arising from the bone (aponeurosis 2) is approximately 25%
shorter than aponeurosis 1 because of the fleshy origin of the muscle at the proximal
end and the relatively uniform fascicle lengths in cat soleus. The most proximal (distal)
muscle fascicles are connected to a SEC of a length equal to tendon + aponeurosis 1
(tendon + aponeurosis 2). The fascicles in the mid-portion of the muscle are connected
to a SEC whose length changes approximately linearly between the extremes for the
most proximal and most distal fascicles.

Structural considerations favour the second connection scheme (Fig. 2.1a, model

[CC]). The passive framework of sarcomeres contains connective tissues surround-

ing the muscle fibers and viscoelastic components of the muscle fibers such as

structural proteins (e. g. titin, nebulin, desmin), membranes (e. g. sarcolemma, sar-

coplasmic reticulum) and longitudinally arranged intermediate filaments (Wang and

Ramirez-Mitchell, 1983). The PEC is an approximate elastic representation of

these passive structures. Thus, the force exerted by the PEC likely depends on fiber

rather than whole muscle length. Sources of elasticity in the crossbridges, actin

and myosin filaments, or Z-discs may reside in parallel to the PEC. However, only
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2.1 Introduction

elasticity in series with the PEC provided by the free tendon and presumably the

aponeuroses (Scott and Loeb, 1995; Epstein et al., 2006) enables shortening of

muscle fibers during isometric contractions (Griffiths, 1991), thereby decreasing

the contribution of passive force and increasing the fraction of active force to the

total force. This effect should be sensitive to PEC and SEC stiffness.

The mechanical difference between models [CC] and [CC+SEC], which may not be

important for some mechanical considerations (Jewell and Wilkie, 1958), might

prove very important for others, such as quantifying the active forces from the exper-

imentally obtained total and passive forces. Investigating the length dependence of

active rat gastrocnemius force using submaximal (double-pulse) stimulation, Mac-

Intosh and MacNaughton (2005) presented strong arguments that model [CC] is

more appropriate and that the active force is underestimated using model [CC+SEC].

Hence the active force–length relationship determined with model [CC] using supra-

maximal stimulation should broaden, and optimal fiber length as well as maximum

active isometric force should increase compared to the standard method. Such results

would influence the determination of maximum normalized contraction velocity and

maximum active stress of muscle fibers which are usually determined using supra-

maximal stimulation. Also, discussions concerning history-dependent force effects

(Morgan et al., 2000; Herzog and Leonard, 2005) rely on accurate identifica-

tion of the ascending and descending limb of the active force–length relationship,

which will differ between models [CC] and [CC+SEC]. Furthermore, the two models’

normalized active force–length relationships should differ in the approximation of

the active sarcomere force–length relationship.

Applying the two models for estimating active cat soleus force, we hypothe-

size that 1) characteristic muscle parameters such as the optimal fiber length and

maximum isometric force vary considerably in areas of pronounced passive forces;

2) interpretations of muscle experiments concerning the soleus working range and

force enhancement are affected; and 3) model [CC] active forces might approximate

the soleus sarcomere force–length relationship better than model [CC+SEC] active

forces. To test these hypotheses, we measured passive and total forces from six cat

soleus muscles from lengths near active insufficiency to lengths close to inducing

stretch damage and compared the active force–length relationships predicted with

both models. Additionally, we analyzed the effect of varying SEC and PEC stiffness

on active muscle force.
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Chapter 2. Active Muscle Force: Elastic Component Effects

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Experimental setup

The passive and total forces of six cat soleus muscles (index S1–S6) were measured.

The experimental setup and all protocols were approved by the Life Sciences Animal

Ethics Committee of the University of Calgary, and they are described in a previous

study (Herzog and Leonard, 1997), thus only a brief account is given.

Adult outbred cats weighing 2.8 kg to 3.3 kg were used. The cats were anes-

thetized initially using a mask and a 5% halothane gas mixture; then they were

intubated and maintained at 1% halothane. The soleus muscle and tendon were

exposed using a single cut on the posterior lateral shank. The soleus was isolated

from the other calf muscles by blunt dissection, and the soleus tendon was detached

with a remnant piece of bone. With a second cut on the posterior lateral thigh, the

tibial nerve was exposed and connected to a bipolar cuff-type electrode for soleus

stimulation. The cat was then secured in a prone position in a hammock. The pelvis,

thigh, and shank of the experimental hindlimb were fixed with bilateral bone pins in

a stereotaxic frame. Soleus temperature was kept between 35oC and 36.5oC. Finally,

the soleus tendon was attached to a muscle puller (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN), which

measured the muscle length changes (5 mm/V) and forces (10 N/V) at a sampling

frequency of 250 Hz.

The soleus was activated by supramaximal tibial nerve stimulation using a cur-

rent pulse (100 µs) with an amplitude of three times the alpha-motoneuron threshold

and a frequency of 30 Hz. This stimulation method ensured fused tetanic contrac-

tions of the soleus without causing appreciable fatigue (Herzog and Leonard,

2002). Higher stimulation frequencies increase forces only marginally (Rack and

Westbury, 1969).

2.2.2 Experimental protocol

Muscle lengths at which passive force was 1 N was defined as a consistent reference

length, and is hereafter designated as the 0 mm length. The muscle was then

shortened by 12 mm (-12 mm) to a position, at which the tendon was visibly slack.

Rest between contractions was 60 s, which was sufficient to avoid fatigue (Herzog

and Leonard, 1997).

Total and passive isometric forces were measured in 2 mm steps from 0 mm

to shorter lengths until negligible active forces occurred and from 0 mm to longer
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2.2 Methods

lengths until the passive forces were higher than 0.6 of the maximum model [CC+SEC]

active force to avoid muscle damage. The muscle was pulled passively from -12 mm

to the defined length, and after 3 s, when the passive force transients had almost

disappeared, the muscle was stimulated for 3 s and the total isometric force was

determined. Passive force was measured following deactivation, and 4 s after the

end of stimulation the muscle was moved back to the -12 mm resting position.

Following all tests, the soleus, shank, and foot were dissected and the slack fiber

length (lCC slack) was measured using a pair of callipers. The included ankle angle

corresponding to the slack muscle was 90o.

2.2.3 Model

In a first step, model [CC+SEC] active force Fa [CC+SEC] was calculated at all lengths

by subtracting the measured passive from the total force (standard method).

The calculation of model [CC] active force Fa [CC] requires constitutive laws for the

SEC and the PEC. A normalized SEC force–strain relationship (which was converted

to a force–elongation relationship using normalization constants, see section 2.2.4)

was used, following the formulation, notation and parameter values from Brown

et al. (1996), who derived this relationship from cat soleus tendon and aponeurosis

measurements:

fSEC =

c · k · ln
(
e

L−LR
k + 1

)
, L ≥ 0

0, L < 0
. (2.1)

L represents the length of the SEC, normalized to its length at maximum iso-

metric force. LR (=0.964) is adjusted such that fSEC = 1 when L = 1. The SEC

force–strain relationship approximates an exponential at lengths shorter LR and a

straight line at lengths greater LR (Fig. 2.2a). k (=0.0047) represents a measure

of the curvature of the nonlinear part, and c (=27.8) is the slope of the linear part

of the normalized force–strain relationship. The PEC was assumed to follow an

exponential force–elongation relationship (Winters, 1990):

FPEC =

{
k1 · (ek2·∆lPEC − 1), ∆lPEC ≥ 0

0, ∆lPEC < 0
. (2.2)

∆lPEC is the elongation of the PEC and k1 and k2 are parameters (for determi-

nation see section 2.2.4).

The measured passive force at a certain muscle length defines PEC and SEC
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Figure 2.2. (a) SEC force–strain relationship from Brown et al. (1996) used in model
[CC]. Fn is the total force measured at the length where maximum active isometric
model [CC+SEC] force occurs, lSEC Fn is the length of the SEC strained by this force.
Because of an assumed unique SEC slack length (60 mm) for each muscle, individual
SEC stiffness results from different Fn. (b) Exemplary (S1) PEC force–elongation
relationship (black line) obtained by nonlinear regression shifted by the model slack
length. Open circles represent measured passive forces and the grey line shows passive
force output of model [CC]. The horizontal difference between the grey and the black
line equals SEC elongation.

elongation in model [CC]. As active force is produced, the PEC and the CC shorten

due to further elongation of the SEC (∆l). This ∆l was calculated by subtracting

SEC elongation at passive force from SEC elongation at total force. Subtracting

∆l from the PEC elongation in the passive state enables the calculation of the

PEC force during the active isometric contraction. The active force Fa [CC] results

from subtraction of this reduced PEC force from the measured total force, thereby

increasing the fraction of active force to the total force compared to model [CC+SEC]

(Fig. 2.3).

2.2.4 Determination of constants

For the SEC, the total force at the length where the maximum active model [CC+SEC]

force occurred was taken as the normalizing force Fn. A conservative slack length of

60 mm was estimated from soleus tendon and aponeurosis from Scott et al. (1996)

and geometry (Fig. 2.1b). This value was in accordance with our own observations.

Division of this slack length by 0.94 gave the SEC length at normalizing force,

lSEC Fn (Fig. 2.2a).

Passive isometric force–length data were used to obtain the PEC force–elongation

relationship for each muscle. The length of the entire passive muscle equals the

sum of the force dependent SEC and PEC elongations plus the slack length of
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Figure 2.3. Example of an isometric measurement at a length of +10 mm (S6),
illustrating the increase in active force (∆F ) determined with model [CC] compared to
model [CC+SEC]. Measured force (solid line) rises due to stimulation (bar). As the CC
contracts and the SEC elongates, the PEC shortens in model [CC], and thus passive
force (dashed line) decreases. Subtraction of the reduced passive force (Fp [CC]) from
the total force (Ftotal) gives the active force for model [CC] (Fa [CC]). Subtraction of the
passive force measured after deactivation (Fp [CC+SEC]) from Ftotal gives the active force
for model [CC+SEC].

the model (PEC + SEC slack lengths). SEC elongations corresponding to measured

passive forces were calculated and subtracted from the corresponding muscle lengths.

Nonlinear regression of the PEC force–elongation relation to the modified force–

length data yielded the parameters k1, k2 and the model slack length.

To compare the active force–length relationships obtained in this study with the

theoretical sarcomere force–length relationship, the optimal length lCC opt of the

CC was determined. The fiber angle of pennation does not exceed 5% in the cat

soleus, even at short lengths (Rack and Westbury, 1969), thus fiber length was

assumed to correspond to CC length. The shortest length at which active force

was greater than 98% of maximum active isometric force (Fim) was defined as the

optimal muscle length and the beginning of the plateau of the active force–length

relationship. The sum of the examined slack fiber length and the distance between

slack muscle length (Fig. 2.4, arrows, passive force smaller than 0.1 N) and optimal

muscle length (corrected for SEC elongation) gave the optimal CC length, lCC opt.
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Chapter 2. Active Muscle Force: Elastic Component Effects

2.3 Results

All muscles exhibited increasing total isometric forces for increasing lengths (Fig. 2.4).

Shortening of the PEC during activation and active force production caused a sub-

stantial decrease of the subtracted passive force as calculated using model [CC], which

equals the rise in active force compared to model [CC+SEC] (Fig. 2.4, grey areas).

Changes in the active force–length relationship of the CC result in a curve that

approximates the theoretical sarcomere force–length relationship of the cat soleus

within the tested range (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.4. Differences in active forces calculated for all specimens (S1-S6) with
model [CC] (triangles) and with model [CC+SEC] (circles). The measured total (stars)
and passive forces (x-marks) are used as input for both methods. Arrows indicate the
muscle slack length. The grey area illustrates the difference of the active force–length
relationships determined with the two models. Forces are normalized to the model
[CC+SEC] maximum isometric force (Fim [CC+SEC]) of each muscle to facilitate comparison
across muscles. Note the prolonged ascending limb in the active forces calculated with
model [CC].

The parameters for the PEC are listed in Tab. 2.1 and an example of measured
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Figure 2.5. Normalized active force–length relationships of the CC determined with
(a) model [CC+SEC] and (b) model [CC]. The active force–length relationships were
normalized relative to the optimal lengths of the CC (lCC opt) at the beginning of the
plateau of the active force–length relationships and to the corresponding maximum
isometric force (Fim). The grey line denotes the normalized active sarcomere force–
length relationship of cat soleus based on the sliding-filament theory and the actin and
myosin filament lengths (Herzog et al., 1992). Observe how the active forces in (b)
exhibit linear slopes and a sharp onset of the plateau region, which is not seen in (a).
Note further the great variance in (a) regarding the width of the model [CC+SEC] active
force–length relationships. S2 and S6 cannot be shown in (b), because their model [CC]
active forces did not give an optimal length in the range tested.

and calculated passive force as a function of length is shown in Fig. 2.2b.

2.3.1 Active forces determined with model [CC+SEC]

The active force–length relationships determined using model [CC+SEC] had a max-

imum at a length +4 mm (Fig. 2.4, S1, S2, S3, S4 and S6) and at +6 mm (Fig. 2.4,

S5). The optimal lengths of the CC were shorter than those obtained with model

[CC] (Tab. 2.2).

Comparing the normalized active force–length relationships of the CC deter-

mined using model [CC+SEC] with the theoretical active sarcomere force–length re-

lationship shows certain deviations. There is a broad range of different slopes on

the descending limb (Fig. 2.5a). Further, the widths of these relationships vary and

the shapes deviate from the theoretical sarcomere force–length relationship.
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Table 2.1. PEC parameters k1 and k2 obtained from nonlinear regression of passive
model [CC] to measured passive force–length data of whole muscle.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

k1 × 10−3 (N) 2.91 4.07 1.36 6.14 3.27 13.94

k2 × 10−1 (1/mm) 3.20 2.84 3.42 3.05 3.23 2.56

model slack length (mm)a -17.0 -18.9 -18.9 -17.0 -17.0 -17.8
a The model slack length was a dependent variable due to the constraint of the passive

force at +12 mm.

Table 2.2. Maximum isometric forces (Fim) and optimal CC lengths
(lCC opt), and their increase using model [CC] compared to model [CC+SEC].

S1 S2a S3 S4 S5 S6a

Fim(N) model [CC+SEC] 20.7 18.6 14.5 16.4 19.6 24.3

model [CC] 22.0 21.5 15.6 18.0 21.4 28.3

increase(%) 6.1 15.5 8.1 9.8 9.0 16.5

lCC opt(mm) model [CC+SEC] 46.4 48.4 48.4 50.4 51.4 47.4

model [CC] 50.1 57.3 52.1 52.0 53.0 56.3

increase(%) 8.0 18.4 7.5 3.2 3.1 18.8

lCC slack(mm)b 42 42 42 42 41 39
a S2 and S6 operated on the ascending limb of the active force–length relationship as

determined with model [CC], hence the values correspond to the longest measured
lengths.

b The measured CC slack lengths (lCC slack) are given for completeness.
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2.3 Results

2.3.2 Active forces determined with model [CC]

Determination of the active force–length relationship with model [CC] accounted for

PEC shortening associated with SEC elongation when muscle forces increased. The

maximal active forces occurred at +6 mm (Fig. 2.4, S3), +8 mm (Fig. 2.4, S1, S4

and S5) and +12 mm (Fig. 2.4, S2 and S6). In muscles that exhibited a plateau,

the maximum isometric force increased by 6-10% and the optimal length of the CC

increased by 3-8% (Tab. 2.2). S2 and S6 exhibited only an ascending limb applying

model [CC], and the increase in maximum isometric force and optimal length was

higher than for the remaining four muscles (Tab. 2.2). Estimates using model [CC]

resulted in active forces that were up to 60% higher (Fig. 2.4, S3, +12 mm) than

those determined with model [CC+SEC]. No descending limb was observed in the

active force–length relationships determined with model [CC] (Figs 2.4,2.5).
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Figure 2.6. Cat soleus forces described previously in the literature (filled symbols) and
recalculated active forces assuming model [CC] (open triangles). Passive force–length
data (filled triangles) and model [CC+SEC] active forces (filled circles) were adapted
from (a) Fig. 16 of Baratta and Solomonow (1992) and (b) Fig. 3 of Herzog and
Leonard (2005). The grey area illustrates the difference of the active force–length
relationships determined with the different models. Note the prolonged ascending limb
and the increased maximum active isometric forces obtained with model [CC] (open
triangles). Residual total force enhancement observed in cat soleus in Herzog and
Leonard (2005) is shown in (b) as the difference between filled squares and filled
circles. Note that the active forces for model [CC] do not account for force enhancement.

Estimates of the active force–length relationship of cat soleus described in previ-

ous studies yielded prolonged ascending limbs of the active force–length relationships

and about 10% higher maximum isometric forces using model [CC] (Fig. 2.6).
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2.4 Discussion

Knowledge of the active forces is important for understanding muscle properties

and function. The active force–length relationships accounting for the reduced pas-

sive forces (assuming model [CC]) deviate considerably from the standard active

force–length relationships (assuming model [CC+SEC]). Constants commonly used

for normalization purposes, like the optimal fiber length and the maximum active

isometric force, were affected. Since the active force–length relationship is arguably

the most basic property of muscle, the observed changes might impact the inter-

pretation of current and past results obtained for muscles with pronounced passive

elasticity assuming model [CC+SEC].

2.4.1 The increase in active force compared to model [CC+SEC]

A SEC in series with the PEC (model [CC]) decreases passive force during contrac-

tions and increases active force estimates compared to model [CC+SEC] (Fig. 2.7b,

contour). Decreasing (increasing) SEC stiffness leads to an increase (decrease) in

model [CC] active force estimates. Given a passive muscle force which is generated by

PEC and SEC in series, a more compliant SEC requires a stiffer PEC, which further

increases the estimated active force and vice versa. Assuming a constant stress–

strain relation of tendinous tissue (Zajac, 1989), the only possibility to change

stiffness is to change the length of the SEC. This is important, because in many

smaller animals the length of the SEC relative to the CC is smaller than in larger

animals and there is also a tendency of increasing SEC length from proximal to dis-

tal muscles (Zajac, 1989). We expect a larger difference in active force estimated

with both models in larger and more distal muscles.

In order to account for model limitations and to test the sensitivity of the ac-

tive force estimates, the SEC slack length was changed from 60 mm to 45 mm

(75 mm), which increased (decreased) the SEC stiffness in the linear part by 33%

(20%) (Fig. 2.7b, white, grey and black symbols, respectively). The PEC force–

elongation relation was adapted accordingly. Due to its nonlinearity, the ratio of

specific PEC and SEC stiffness (Fig. 2.7a) increases for increasing muscle lengths

(Fig. 2.7b, symbols). The force ratio FR (passive force/total force at given muscle

length) increased for increasing muscle lengths. The predicted fractional decrease

of passive force (∆Ffract) for isometric contractions in cat soleus ranges from about

60% at low passive forces to about 40% at high passive forces (Fig. 2.7b, white sym-

bols). While ∆Ffract varied by about 25% for increased (decreased) SEC stiffness
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(Fig. 2.7b, grey and black symbols), the optimal muscle lengths remained nearly the

same, and muscles S2 and S6 still exhibited an ascending limb over the entire test

range.

The calculated CC length changes were compared to soleus fascicle length changes

(Fig. 2.8) measured by Scott and Loeb (1995), as CC lengths equal fascicle lengths.

The measured fascicle shortening was about the same (filled triangles) or higher than

(filled circles) the calculated CC length changes up to passive forces of about 5 N.

The muscles, which Scott and Loeb (1995) used, had a maximum isometric force

(Fim) similar (filled triangles) and higher (filled circles) compared to the mean Fim

of our muscles. The smaller fascicle shortening of the muscle represented by the

filled triangles at a length corresponding to 7 N passive force can be explained in

part by its smaller difference between total and passive muscle force than in our

muscles (74% vs. 88% mean).

The active forces obtained with model [CC] seem realistic. Knowledge regarding

the exact geometry and material properties of each individual muscle might improve

estimates of active force.
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Figure 2.7. Decrease in passive force (∆F ) using model [CC] compared to model
[CC+SEC]. (a) Example of how specific stiffness, kSEC and kPEC , of the nonlinear SEC
and PEC and the force ratio FR were obtained at each muscle length. At a given
muscle length, stimulation increases force from passive (Fpass) to total muscle force
(Ftotal), which leads to SEC elongation and PEC shortening (∆l). (Ftotal − Fpass)/∆l
gave kSEC , ∆F/∆l gave kPEC and Fpass/Ftotal gave FR. (b) Contour plot of fractional
decrease in passive force ∆Ffract (∆F/Fpass). FR ranges from 0 to 1 (see a, left). The
stiffness ratio (kSEC/kPEC) covers the range from 0 (stiff SEC compared to PEC) to
1 (same stiffness of SEC and PEC). For increasing stiffness ratio, the plateau expands.
If ∆Ffract = 1, the active force in CC equals the total force; if ∆Ffract = 0, the active
force in CC equals Ftotal−Fpass. ∆Ffract of the specimen S1-S6, calculated with model
[CC] for different SEC force–elongation relationships (45 mm, 60 mm and 75 mm SEC
resting length), is marked by a unique grey, white and black symbol, respectively.
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Figure 2.8. Shortening (∆l) of the contractile component for isometric contractions
performed at different lengths, which correspond to different passive forces (Fpass) prior
to stimulation. The measured fascicle shortening (filled symbols) of two cat soleus
muscles adapted from Figs 3,4 in Scott and Loeb (1995) is in the same range as the
calculated CC shortening of our specimen (other symbols).

2.4.2 CC active force–length relationships compared with the the-

oretical sarcomere force–length relationship

In contrast to model [CC+SEC], the normalized active force–length relationships of

model [CC] were more congruent and fitted the theoretical active sarcomere force–

length relationship (Fig. 2.5) surprisingly well. These findings support the idea that

the separation of active forces from total forces using model [CC] is more successful

than using model [CC+SEC].

Non-uniform fiber lengths within a muscle, changing angles of pennation with

muscle length or sarcomere length non-uniformities may distort the normalized ac-

tive force–length relationships of the CC (Ettema and Huijing, 1994; Kawakami

et al., 1999; Denoth et al., 2002). However, fiber lengths in cat soleus are fairly

uniform and the angle of pennation is smaller than 5o even at short muscle lengths

(Rack and Westbury, 1969; Sacks and Roy, 1982). Using model [CC+SEC], we

find normalized active force–length relationships that are narrower and broader than

the theoretical active sarcomere force–length relationship (Fig. 2.5a). Normalized

active force–length relationships determined with model [CC] are consistent with the

theoretical normalized active sarcomere force–length relationship (Fig. 2.5b) sug-

gesting that sarcomeres remain at relatively uniform length in an end-held isometric

contraction in the range of the ascending limb.

Force–length properties determined using model [CC+SEC] are often remarkably

convex on the descending limb (Baratta and Solomonow, 1992). The active
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force is depressed by subtracting too much passive force assuming model [CC+SEC],

thereby contributing to the convex shape of the descending limb of the active force–

length relationship (Fig. 2.9).

Fo
rc

e

Length

Ftotal

Fpass

anticipated real active force
standard active force

FR = 1FR = 0

Figure 2.9. Schematic force–length relationships. Active force, determined with
the standard method (model [CC+SEC], dashed line) results from subtraction of the
measured passive (Fpass) from the total muscle force (Ftotal). In areas where the force
ratio FR (Fpass/Ftotal) equals 0 or 1, it is identical to the anticipated real active force
(dotted line). Accounting for the length dependence of the SEC and PEC increases
the estimated active force toward the anticipated real active force. Note that SEC
elongation is included in all force–length curves.

2.4.3 Impact on functional operating range

Literature on the range of physiological use of muscles is rare. Cat soleus is thought

to work on the ascending limb and the plateau of the active force–length relationship

for walking and trotting (Herzog and Leonard, 2002). Stretching the soleus from

an included ankle angle of 90o to the end of the anatomical range of motion at 30o

corresponds to an elongation of 11mm (Scott et al., 1996; Rack and Westbury,

1969). This means, our muscles would be stretched from slack length (Fig. 2.4,

arrows, corresponding to 90o included ankle angle) to a length of approximately

+3 mm. Therefore, predictions from model [CC+SEC] suggest that soleus operates

on the ascending limb and plateau of the force–length relationship, whereas model

[CC] predicts an operating range exclusively on the ascending limb.
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2.4.4 Relevance concerning residual force enhancement

Cat soleus is a widely used preparation for the investigation of history dependent

effects (Cole et al., 1996; Morgan et al., 2000; Herzog and Leonard, 2005).

Residual force enhancement is defined here as the increase in steady-state isometric

force following stretch of the activated muscle compared to the steady-state iso-

metric force of a purely isometric contraction at the same length. The prolonged

ascending limb obtained with model [CC] reveals that considerable residual force en-

hancement following stretching of the activated muscle is possible on the ascending

limb (Fig. 2.6b, length range from +3 to +9 mm). This result suggests the need for

a mechanism that allows for residual force enhancement in this part of the active

force–length relationship.

Further, accepting the idea of elasticity in series with the PEC, the determination

of active residual force enhancement is not trivial. If the PEC and SEC constitutive

laws are assumed constant, the predicted active residual force enhancement would

be higher with model [CC] than with model [CC+SEC] due to increased SEC elonga-

tion compared to the isometric contraction resulting in a reduction of passive force.

However, passive forces after deactivation were shown to be higher in a muscle that

was stretched while activated compared to a muscle that was stretched passively by

the same amount (Herzog and Leonard, 2005). Titin, a calcium sensitive molec-

ular spring, becomes stiffer with activation (Kellermayer and Granzier, 1996),

thereby contributing to the observed increase in passive force following active muscle

stretching. Accounting for increased (decreased) PEC stiffness in model [CC], the

estimated active residual force enhancement would rise (fall).

2.4.5 Modelling implications

Both models investigated are simplified representations of the complex biological

muscle structure. Applied with caution, model [CC] allows for elucidating the in-

tricate interaction of active and passive force production, which is important for

a variety of reasons. For example, in contrast to active forces, passive forces do

not decrease with decreasing activation or increasing speeds of shortening, and thus

passive forces that are considered small, let’s say 10% maximum active isometric

force, may become comparable to the submaximal active forces observed in dy-

namic movements in vivo. Also, Griffiths (1991) was the first to demonstrate

that fiber lengths might decrease by as much as 30% in an isometrically contracting

muscle. Such enormous length changes in fibers might have profound effects on the
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passive force state, and might need to be considered in assessments of the contri-

bution of passive forces to submaximal movement conditions. Associating passive

force with fiber length, MacIntosh and MacNaughton (2005) suggested a sub-

stantial decrease in passive force during submaximal isometric contractions in the

rat gastrocnemius.

The results of this study suggest that at muscle lengths with pronounced passive

forces the choice of arranging passive elements in a muscle model (Fig. 2.1a) is crucial

for obtaining meaningful results. The in series arrangement of the SEC and PEC

(model [CC]) is preferable to a strict in parallel arrangement (model [CC+SEC]), and

seems to represent experimental data more accurately.
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Chapter 3

Nonlinearities Make a

Difference: Comparison of Two

Common Hill-type Models with

Real Muscle

3.1 Introduction

Mathematical models of skeletal muscle play an important role in the simulation of

movement (van Soest and Bobbert, 1993; van Soest et al., 2003; Wagner and

Blickhan, 2003) and the understanding of control mechanisms (Blickhan et al.,

2003). Although many phenomenological and biophysical models have been devel-

oped to represent the dynamics of isolated muscles (Winters and Woo, 1990), the

phenomenological modelling approach based on Hill (1938) dominates in modeling

of muscle skeletal systems for simplicity and low computational cost.

Hill-type model parameters have been determined in many different ways, for

example by performing special experiments on isolated muscles (e. g. Curtin et al.,

1998). However, these methods are time consuming and limited when determin-

ing model parameters for in vivo human muscles. Therefore, a second strategy has

emerged in which human muscle model parameters were determined using nonlin-

ear regression to approximate selected experimental data (Wagner et al., 2006;

Siebert et al., 2007). However, one difficulty with this approach is the lacking

representation of passive forces.

In real muscle, the contractile elements are surrounded by passive tissues that can
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Chapter 3. Nonlinearities Make a Difference

be represented as elastic in a first order approximation. These passive structures are

usually divided into components thought to act purely in series (SEC) and purely in

parallel (PEC) to the contractile component (CC) in classical Hill-type models. Two

principal Hill-type models have emerged: one in which the passive component (PEC)

is arranged in parallel with the CC and the SEC (model [CC+SEC]) (Fig. 3.1, top

left); the other, in which the PEC is only in parallel with CC (model [CC]) (Fig. 3.1,

top right). Both models have been used in the past to represent muscle contraction

(e. g. Ettema and Meijer, 2000; van Soest et al., 2003). However, in the range

in which passive properties are not negligible, muscle parameters describing the

contractile properties, such as the active force–length relationship and the force–

elongation relation of the parallel elastic element, are highly dependent on the model

of choice (Rode et al., 2009).

l1 l2 l3 l40

fc

force [Fim]
1

lcc [mm]

CC CC
SEC

SEC
PEC PEC

Model [CC+SEC] Model [CC]

Figure 3.1. Principal connection schemes (top) of contractile component (CC), se-
ries elastic component (SEC) and parallel elastic component (PEC), where (top, left)
is referred to as model [CC+SEC] and (top, right) is referred to as model [CC]. The
force–length relationship (bottom) was normalized relative to Fim and described with
a piecewise linear model. l2 was the length, at which the ascending limb changed slope,
and fc the corresponding force. l3 equalled the length of the plateau, and l1 and l4
determined the width of the force–length relationship.

The purpose of this study was to determine phenomenological muscle parameters

by nonlinear regression for situations with pronounced parallel elasticity and to test

which model ([CC+SEC] or [CC]) might represent the cat soleus better. To achieve
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this goal, carefully selected experiments were performed. Data were approximated

in a single regression analysis by adapting all parameters of model [CC+SEC] and

[CC], respectively. These parameters were compared with parameters resulting from

experiments and literature.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Experimental setup

Experiments were performed on four cat soleus muscles (index SOL1–SOL4). The

experimental setup and protocol used in this study were approved by the Life Sci-

ences Animal Ethics Committee of the University of Calgary. The detailed approach

and methods can be found in Herzog and Leonard (1997).

Briefly, adult outbred cats weighing from 2.8 kg to 3.3 kg were anesthetized

using a 5% halothane gas mixture; then they were intubated and maintained at 1%

halothane. The soleus muscle and tendon were exposed with a single cut on the

posterior lateral shank. Then, the muscle was isolated by severing the tendons of

the remaining ankle extensors, and by cutting the soleus tendon from the calcaneus

including a bone fragment. A second cut was made on the posterior, lateral thigh

and the tibial nerve was exposed and instrumented with a bipolar cuff-type electrode

for soleus stimulation (Herzog et al., 1995). The cat was secured in a prone position

in a hammock and the pelvis, thigh, and shank of the experimental hindlimb were

fixed with bilateral bone pins to a stereotaxic frame. In addition, a heating pad

was placed below the animal and the soleus temperature was kept between 35oC

and 36.5oC. Finally, the bone fragment at the distal end of the soleus tendon was

attached to a muscle puller (MTS, Eden Prairie, MN), which recorded the muscle’s

length change (5 mm/V) and force (10 N/V) with a sampling frequency of 250 Hz

for isometric and 1000 Hz for dynamic conditions.

To activate the soleus muscle, the tibial nerve was stimulated supramaximally

using current pulses with an amplitude of three times the alpha motoneuron thresh-

old, a pulse duration of 100 µs, and a frequency of 30 Hz. This stimulation method

ensured fused tetanic contraction of the cat soleus (Herzog and Leonard, 1997).

3.2.2 Experimental protocol

Muscle lengths at which passive force reached 1 N was defined as a reference length,

and is hereafter designated as the 0 mm length. This length is slightly below the
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optimal length (Herzog and Leonard, 2000). The muscle was then shortened

by 12 mm (-12 mm) to a position, at which the tendon was visibly slack (resting

position). Rest between the contractions was 60 s, which was sufficient to avoid

fatigue (Herzog and Leonard, 1997). All experiments followed the same protocol.

The muscle was pulled passively from -12 mm to the starting length, and after 3 s,

when the passive force transients had almost disappeared, the experiments started.

Four seconds after the end of a test contraction, the muscle was moved back to the

resting position.

Isometric reference contractions at a muscle length of +12 mm were performed

throughout the experiments, and force loss due to fatigue (which never exceeded

5%) was accounted for by adjusting reference forces to 100% at all times.

Ramp experiments used for nonlinear regression of model parameters

Ramp experiments consisting of an initial isometric part and subsequent isokinetic

shortening from +12 mm to -24 mm and speeds of 5, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, and

150 mm/s (Fig. 3.2d) were performed. Isokinetic shortening began 1 s after the

onset of stimulation, which was continued throughout the ramp experiments. All

experiments were repeated passively.

Passive force of SOL2 exceeded 0.6 of the total force at +12 mm. To avoid

muscle damage, passive and active isokinetic ramps were performed from +10 mm

to -26 mm for this muscle.

Experimental force–velocity and force–length relationships

The force–velocity relationship was determined in situations with negligible passive

force with six to eight step-and-ramp shortening experiments as performed by Curtin

et al. (1998). The step distance was adjusted for each shortening velocity such that

force transients in the isokinetic ramp part were minimized. Depending on step

distance, experiments started at muscle lengths ranging from +7 mm to +9 mm,

reaching constant forces at lengths ranging from 0 mm to +2 mm. Force values

obtained during isokinetic shortening were normalized relative to the isometric forces

at the corresponding lengths.

For the active force–length relationship, total and passive isometric forces were

measured at 2 mm length increments from -24 mm to +12 mm, where the total and

the passive forces are the forces exerted by the muscle in presence and in absence of

stimulation at the same length, respectively. Soleus was stimulated for 3 s and the
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Table 3.1. Parameter nomenclature depending on the method of determination.

Model Parameter Method of parameter determination

name

Force–length Force–velocity SEC PEC

[CC+SEC] Fitted Adaptation to ramp experiment data

[CC] Fitted Adaptation to ramp experiment data

[CC+SEC] Experimental Subtr. measured Passive

passive force measure

[CC] Experimental Subtr. reduced

passive forceb

botha Experimental Step-and-rampc

botha Literature Sono-

metry
a Determined in situations with negligible passive force, the force–velocity parameters and the

SEC parameters are independent of the model representation.
b for details see Rode et al. (2009)
c for details see Curtin et al. (1998)

maximum total isometric force was determined. Assuming model [CC+SEC], active

forces were obtained by subtracting passive from total force. Assuming model [CC],

the active force–length relationship was determined using the method proposed by

Rode et al. (2009). The required PEC and SEC force–elongation relations were

taken from the nonlinear regression results (Tab. 3.2).

Parameters characterising the relationships obtained from these experiments are

termed experimental parameters (please see Tab. 3.1).

3.2.3 Models

The force generated by the CC is a function of the activation state A, the maxi-

mum active isometric force (Fim), the force–length (fl), and the force–velocity (fv)

relationships:

FCC(A, fl, fv, Fim) = A(S) · fl(lCC) · fv(vCC) · Fim. (3.1)

Rode et al. (2009) have shown that the active soleus force–length relationship

approximates the theoretical sarcomere force–length relationship (Herzog et al.,

1992) within the tested length range. Therefore, the CC force–length relationship
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was described with a piecewise linear equation:

fl(lCC) =



fc
l2−l1

· (lCC − l1) , l1 ≤ lCC ≤ l2
1−fc
−l2
· (lCC − l2) , l2 < lCC ≤ 0

1, 0 < lCC ≤ l3
−1

l4−l3
· (lCC − l3) , l3 < lCC ≤ l4

(3.2)

where fc is the force, at which the ascending limb changes slope, lCC is the CC

length minus the optimal CC length and l1, l2, l3 and l4 are specific lengths that are

crucial for the sarcomere force–length relationship (Fig. 3.1, bottom).

The force–velocity relationship followed the Hill hyperbola (Hill 1938) for con-

centric contractions (vCC ≤ 0):

fv(vCC) =
vCCmax − vCC

vCCmax + vCC · curv
, (3.3)

where vCCmax ≤ 0 is the maximal CC shortening velocity, and curv is a curvature

parameter. The latency between a present stimulus (S) and the activation state was

modelled as a first order linear differential equation (Otten, 1987):

dA

dt
=

1

τ
· (S −A). (3.4)

where S,A ∈ (0, 1]. The τ lumps the time constants of calcium influx from

the sarcoplasmic reticulum into the sarcoplasm. The SEC force–elongation relation

FSEC(∆lSEC) was taken from Winters and Woo (1990):

FSEC(∆lSEC) =


F1

eksh−1
·
(
e

ksh·∆lSEC
∆lSEC1

−1
)
, 0 ≤ ∆lSEC < ∆lSEC1

F1 + k · (∆lSEC −∆lSEC1) , ∆lSEC ≥ ∆lSEC1

(3.5)

The ∆lSEC1 and the F1 are the length and the force at which the force elongation

relation changes from exponential to linear. The k was calculated from lSEC1, F1,

the dimensionless shape parameter ksh and the constraint that stiffness at ∆lSEC =

∆lSEC1 was the same.

In both muscle models [CC+SEC] and [CC], the kinematic dependence of SEC and

CC is

lmtc = ∆lSEC + lCC + lm. (3.6)
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lmtc is the length of the muscle-tendon complex, and lm is the constant sum of

the slack length of the SEC and the optimal length of the CC.

In model [CC+SEC], the force in the SEC equals the force in the CC. Using this

information, the force in the CC is uniquely determined for a given muscle length

and activation state, and can be obtained by integration of:

vCC =
dlCC

dt
= f−1

v

(
FSEC

A · fl · Fim

)
. (3.7)

In model [CC], the PEC influences the intrinsic contraction dynamics. A PEC

force–elongation relation FPEC(∆lPEC) depending on k1 and k2 was taken from

Winters (1990):

FPEC(∆lPEC) = k1 ·
(
ek2·∆lPEC − 1

)
, (3.8)

and an additional kinematic dependence arose:

lmtc = ∆lSEC + ∆lPEC + lmslack. (3.9)

The lmslack is the constant sum of SEC and PEC slack lengths. The force in the

SEC equals the sum of the forces in the CC and the PEC. Using this information,

the force in the CC is uniquely determined for a given muscle length and activation

state, and can be obtained by integration of:

vCC =
dlCC

dt
= f−1

v

(
FSEC − FPEC

A · fl · Fim

)
. (3.10)

The model parameters were optimized in a single regression analysis by minimiz-

ing the square deviation (ss) between measured ramp experiment forces and simu-

lated forces with a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The deviations were weighted

according to the number of data points of the corresponding ramp experiment. Mul-

tiple fits can help to find the optimal parameter set (Ahearn et al., 2005). The

best of 50 fits using bounded random initial parameter sets yielded the resulting

parameters. Model input was time dependent muscle length and stimulation for

active ramps.

Using model [CC+SEC], the forces measured in a passive ramp experiment (ve-

locity independent, see Fig. 3.7b) were subtracted from the total forces measured in

seven active ramp experiments (5, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, and 150 mm/s) to obtain the

forces in the CC (Fig. 3.2b). These seven force–time data sets were then used in a
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single regression analysis to obtain the CC and SEC parameters. PEC parameters

(Eq. (3.8)) were separately fitted to the passive muscle force–length relation setting

lmslack to -10 mm (Fig. 3.2c).

Seven active ramp experiments (5, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, and 150 mm/s) and one

passive ramp experiment (5 mm/s) were used in a single regression analysis for all

model [CC] parameters. To narrow down the space of possible solutions, the number

of free parameters was reduced using present constraints. The initial passive force

exerted by the muscle prior to stimulation was used to calculate k1 in each step of

the regression, and lmslack was set to -10 mm according to the data (Fig. 3.2c). For

the passive ramp, CC forces were taken to be zero.

The length range in the ramp experiments was not sufficient to determine realistic

l4 parameters by regression for model [CC]. However, l4 and τ influence the force rise

in the isometric part of the ramp experiments. Therefore τ was determined using l4

values calculated from the theoretical sarcomere force–length relationship (Herzog

et al., 1992).

The forces at the end of the isometric part decreased in a well defined manner

from the first to the last ramp experiment. This effect was accounted for by a specific

Fim parameter for each ramp.

Means and standard deviations of all parameters were determined from both

muscle models. Parameters obtained by nonlinear regression are termed fitted pa-

rameters (please see Tab. 3.1).

3.3 Results

The total force of all muscles decreased during the shortening phase of the ramp

experiments (Fig. 3.2a). Passive forces during the shortening phase were nearly

independent of velocity (Figs 3.2c, 3.7b, black lines). The simulated forces approx-

imated the data well using model [CC] and model [CC+SEC] (Fig. 3.2a–c, SOL2,

Tab. 3.2), although the approximations were achieved with substantial differences

in the model parameters.
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Table 3.2. Single muscle parameter sets of models [CC+SEC] and [CC]
based on the corresponding ramp experiments.

model [CC+SEC] model [CC]

l1(mm) -23 -23 -22 -24 -24 -22 -21 -27

l2(mm) -14 -18 -14 -11 -14 -15 -14 -13

l3(mm) 2 0 2 4 4 6 1 1

l4(mm)a 19 17 13 14 8(36) 8(33) 67(31) 6(40)

fc(Fim) 0.49 0.41 0.43 0.71 0.51 0.42 0.41 0.69

vmax(mm/s) -141 -138 -124 -160 -152 -184 -176 -141

curv 5.8 6.4 8.8 10.4 9.5 16.9 19.5 13.6

k1(mN) 12 6.2 1.1 28 6.4 2.1 1.2 46

k2(0.1/mm) 3.17 3.51 4.42 2.78 4.14 4.90 5.25 3.00

F1(N) 4.1 3.2 3.3 8.6 8.9 10.2 4.6 5.9

∆lSEC1(mm) 4.1 5.6 3.7 2.7 2.9 3.3 2.6 2.2

ksh 3.3 4.3 3.0 1.4 2.5 2.6 3.7 3.9

k(N/mm) 3.5 2.5 2.8 5.9 8.2 8.5 6.6 10.5

lm(mm) 0.3 0.1 0.3 3.2 2.6 1.5 1.1 6.2

Fim(N) 18.1 13.7 13.2 21.8 20.6 15.9 15.2 26.7

τ(ms)a 6 8 4 24 65 70 80 80

ss2(1000N2)b 2.87 1.83 0.95 1.89 1.59 1.40 1.19 3.18
a The τ values for model [CC] result from simulations with l4 parameters in

brackets according to the theoretical sarcomere force–length relationship
(Herzog et al., 1992).

b The ss is the final sum of squared residuals between measured force and
simulated force of all active ramp experiments.
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Figure 3.2. Exemplar (SOL2) measured data (black lines) used for the regression of
model parameters, and simulated forces (grey lines) using the parameters from Tab. 3.2.
(a,c) The measured total (a) and passive forces (c) from ramp experiments (black lines)
as well as total (a) and passive force (c) simulated using model [CC] (grey lines). (b)
Forces calculated by subtracting the measured passive (c) from the total forces (a)
(black lines), which correspond to the force in the CC using model [CC+SEC], and the
simulated CC force using model [CC+SEC] (grey lines). (d) Ramp experiments had an
isometric part followed by isokinetic shortening at different velocities (5, 10, 20, 40, 70,
100 and 150 mm/s).
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Force–length relationship

Using the same model, experimental and fitted (compare Tab. 3.1) active force–

length relationships yielded qualitatively the same shape (Fig. 3.3). Model [CC]

always predicted an ascending limb and a plateau for the cat soleus (Fig. 3.3e–

h, grey lines). Model [CC+SEC], predicted active force–length relationships with a

descending limb (Fig. 3.3a–c, grey lines) except for one muscle (SOL4; Fig. 3.3d,

grey line).
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Figure 3.3. Active force–length relationships applying model [CC+SEC] (a–d) and
model [CC] (e–h). Fitted active force–length relationships (grey lines), using ramp
experiment data, underestimate experimental (see methods) active force–length rela-
tionships (filled circles). The very low slope of the descending limb of the fitted SOL3
(model [CC]) force–length relationship was interpreted as plateau. For better orienta-
tion all pictures contain the measured isometric total force–length relationships (unfilled
circles). Note that muscle length [mm] includes SEC elongation.
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Table 3.3. Selected representative muscle parameters obtained from
experiments (exp.) and by nonlinear regression (fitted) based on models
[CC+SEC] and [CC].

SOL1 SOL2 SOL3 SOL4

[CC+SEC] Fim exp. (N) 20.0 15.7 14.2 23.5

Fim fitted (N) 18.1 13.7 13.2 21.8

difference (%) 9.4 13.3 6.7 7.3

lmopt exp. (mm)a 4 4 4 6

lmopt fitted (mm)a 8.4 9.8 7.6 8.6

difference (mm) -4.4 -5.8 -3.6 -2.6

Pmax exp. (Fim×mm/s) 8.0 7.1 6.1 6.7

Pmax fitted (Fim×mm/s) 10.8 9.9 7.3 8.4

difference (%) -35 -39 -20 -25

[CC] Fim exp. (N) 21.6 17.2 15.1 27.5

Fim fitted (N) 20.6 15.9 15.2 26.7

difference (%) 4.6 7.4 -1.0 3.0

lmopt exp. (mm)a 8 8 6 12

lmopt fitted (mm)a 7.2 5.6 5.4 11

difference (mm) 0.8 2.4 0.6 1

Pmax exp. (Fim×mm/s) 8.0 7.1 6.1 6.7

Pmax fitted (Fim×mm/s) 8.4 6.7 5.8 6.1

difference (%) -5.0 5.6 4.9 9.0
a The length at which the increase in active force was smaller than 1% Fim

was determined as the beginning of the force–length relationship’s plateau
(lmopt).

The fitted active force–length relationships using model [CC] (Fig. 3.3e–h, grey

lines) approximated the experimental relationships (Fig. 3.3e–h, filled circles) better

than those using model [CC+SEC] (Fig. 3.3a–d). Differences between experimental

and fitted maximum active isometric force (Fim) were 3.5% ± 3.5 and 9.2% ± 3.0

for models [CC] and [CC+SEC], respectively (Tab. 3.3). Deviations in optimal muscle

lengths were -1.2 mm ± 0.8 and 4.1 mm ± 1.4, respectively (Tab. 3.3). Model [CC]

underestimated the isometric forces by up to 0.2 Fim and model [CC+SEC] by up to

0.35 Fim on the ascending part of the force–length relationship (Fig. 3.4).

Experimental and fitted Fim obtained using model [CC] were about 10% higher

than those obtained using model [CC+SEC] (Tab. 3.3).
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Figure 3.4. Force differences (∆F ) between experimental and fitted active force–
length relationships (Fig. 3.3, grey lines and filled circles, respectively) normalized to the
corresponding experimental Fim. The deviation is higher in model [CC+SEC], especially
in the plateau region of the active force–length relationship.

Force–velocity relationship

All experimental force–velocity relationships had the typical hyperbolic shape ob-

served by Hill (1938) (Fig. 3.5, black circles). Fitted model [CC] parameters approx-

imated these relationships well (Fig. 3.5e–h). Differences in maximum power (pmax)

were 3.6% ± 6.0 (Tab. 3.3). Fitted parameters using model [CC+SEC] overestimated

the experimental data (Fig. 3.5a–d), which resulted in differences in maximum power

of 29.9% ± 9.0 (Tab. 3.3). Model [CC+SEC] underestimated the curvature of the

force–velocity relationship, resulting in small curv values (Tab. 3.2).
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Force–elongation relation of SEC

The linear part of the fitted SEC force–elongation relation started at approximately

0.2 Fim for model [CC+SEC] and 0.3 Fim for model [CC] (Fig. 3.6). The stiffness in

the linear part was 4 N/mm ± 1.5 for model [CC+SEC] and 8 N/mm ± 1.6 for model

[CC] (Tab. 3.2).
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Figure 3.6. Fitted force–strain relations based on model [CC+SEC] and model [CC]
(symbols). SEC lengths were normalized relative to SEC length at Fim for comparison
with the normalized SEC force–strain relation of cat soleus given by Brown et al.
(1996)(black line). SEC length at Fim was estimated to be 65 mm (Rode et al. (2009)),
resulting in a SEC stiffness of 9.4 N/mm in the linear part for the literature relation.

Force–elongation relation of PEC

All muscles showed similar passive force–length behaviour (Fig. 3.7a, black lines).

Model [CC] predicted consistently stiffer PEC force–elongation relations (Fig. 3.7a,

grey lines) than model [CC+SEC].

3.4 Discussion

The aims of the present study were to determine consistent phenomenological model

[CC+SEC] and model [CC] parameter sets by nonlinear regression to various dynamic

contractions and to test which model might represent the cat soleus better. While

Rode et al. (2009) focussed on differences in the model [CC+SEC] and model [CC]

active force–length relationships (calculated from isometric experiments) and the

impact on the interpretation of muscle experiments, this study uses a novel method

to choose the more appropriate model.
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Passive force–length relations of SOL1 resulting from isometric experiments (squares)
and passive ramp experiments (black lines) with different shortening velocities (5, 10,
20, 40, 70, 100 and 150 mm/s). The grey line shows the passive model [CC] force–length
relation resulting from in series arrangement of SEC and PEC force–elongation relations
using fitted model parameters (Tab. 3.2).

As long as a muscle works within a range in which passive forces are negligible,

the two model representations are equivalent, and contractile properties, such as

the force–velocity relationship (Hill, 1938) and the SEC force–elongation relation,

can be obtained readily. Deviating PEC force–elongation relation and active force–

length relationship result from the structural difference of the models. Therefore,

by comparing the fitted SEC force–elongation relation and the fitted force–velocity

relation with experimental data, a decision may be made which model represents

the cat soleus phenomenologically better. For model [CC], the fitted force–velocity

relationship agrees with the experimental soleus force–velocity relationship and lit-

erature data (Scott et al., 1996). Also, the fitted SEC stiffness for forces higher

than 0.2 Fim (k = 8 N/mm ± 1.6, Tab. 3.2) is comparable to soleus muscle stiffness

(11 N/mm) from Proske and Morgan (1984). In contrast, using model [CC+SEC]

in the regression leads to an unrealistic compliant SEC (4 N/mm±1.5) and a de-

viating force–velocity relationship (Fig. 3.5). Nonlinear regression based on model

[CC+SEC] yielded SEC strains at Fim in the range of 10% (Fig. 3.6, model [CC+SEC]),

which were in the strain region of 10–15% where tendon rupture can be expected

(Fung, 1981). Therefore, we conclude that model [CC] better captures the contrac-
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tion dynamics of cat soleus than model [CC+SEC] and should be preferred in the

nonlinear regression of muscle parameters.

The application of model [CC+SEC] in the regression and later in simulations

might lead to erroneous results. Suppose a given isometric force at a length with

negligible passive force and linear SEC compliance. The parameters presented sug-

gest a nearly twice as long SEC elongation for model [CC+SEC] compared to model

[CC]. The energy stored in model [CC+SEC]’s SEC would be twice the energy as in

the model [CC]’s SEC since the energy in a linear spring depends quadratic on elon-

gation. Also, metabolic costs of such contractions would be overestimated applying

a velocity dependent metabolic cost function (van Leeuwen, 1992).

3.4.1 Prediction of ramp experiments

Rather surprisingly, despite the differences in the parameters both models were able

to approximate the experimental data with similar square deviations ss (Model

[CC+SEC]: ss = 1885 N2 ± 787 ; Model [CC]: ss = 1839 N2 ± 910, Tab. 3.2).

A more compliant SEC leads to a slower force rise after the onset of stimulation in

an isometric muscle contraction due to higher contraction velocity of the contractile

elements and lower fv values. In model [CC+SEC], this effect was compensated

by very small activation time constants τ (Tab. 3.2). During the isokinetic part

of the ramp experiment, the unrealistically compliant SEC (Model [CC+SEC]) led

to a considerable reduction of shortening velocity of the CC. Combined with lower

curvature values of the force–velocity relation of model [CC+SEC] compared to model

[CC] (Tab. 3.2), this resulted in high fv values during isokinetic shortening. These

fv values compensated the highly underestimated fl values (Fig. 3.3) and allowed

model [CC+SEC] to reproduce the ramp experiment forces. In conclusion, the quality

of the fit to experimental data alone is not necessarily a valuable criterion to decide

which model is more appropriate to represent the muscle.

3.4.2 Physiological meaning

Recently, in a simulation study, Epstein et al. (2006) demonstrated that the aponeu-

rosis might not be arranged purely in series to the contractile component. However,

the fitted SEC force–elongation relation agrees with estimated tendon and aponeu-

rosis force–elongation relation given by Brown et al. (1996) (Fig. 3.6, model [CC]).

Therefore, it may be concluded that aponeurosis and tendon compliance dominate

SEC compliance in the cat soleus and the effect described by Epstein et al. (2006)
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may be less important for the cat soleus, a muscle with low fiber and aponeurosis

angle (Rack and Westbury, 1969).

The active force–length relation depends on the model of choice (Rode et al.,

2009). Given a passive force at a constant length, higher active forces are required to

produce equal total forces for model [CC] compared to model [CC+SEC]. The difference

between these active forces depends on model [CC] SEC and PEC force–elongation

relations. Assuming that the SEC parameters are realistic as argued above, and

assuming an in series arrangement of SEC and PEC as in model [CC], fitted PEC

parameters must also be reasonable, since the measured passive force–length relation

of the muscle is reproduced by model [CC] (Fig. 3.7b). This leads to the conclusion

that the experimental active force–length relationship determined from isometric

measurements using model [CC] is realistic, too. However, although three fitted

relationships (force–velocity relationship, SEC and PEC force–elongation relations)

of a total of four model [CC] relationships are realistic, the fitted active force–length

relationship underestimates experimental data (Fig. 3.3) and suggests the presence

of effects not accounted for in the model.

3.4.3 Underestimation of experimental isometric force–length rela-

tionship

The isometric force in muscle following shortening against resistance was found to be

lower compared to the isometric force at the same length (e. g. Abbott and Aubert,

1952). This effect is called force depression. Active force–length relationships re-

sulting from regression to ramp experiments underestimated the experimental active

force–length relationships (Fig. 3.3, model [CC]) determined from isometric experi-

ments. Herzog and Leonard (2000) found force depression to be linearly related

to the mechanical work performed by the muscle during shortening up to 10 mm

(Fig. 3.8, black line). Plotting the determined force decrease as a function of the

active work performed during the 5 mm/s ramps for each muscle resulted in a similar

relation (Fig. 3.8) up to 20 mm shortening, suggesting that the underestimation of

the active force–length relationship is mainly related to force depression. However,

the slope of this linear relation was steeper, and for longer shortening distances the

amount of force decrease was reduced (Figs 3.8, 3.4, Model [CC]).
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Figure 3.8. Isometric force decrease as a function of normalized work (model [CC]).
Symbols represent the force differences (∆F ) between experimental active force–length
relationships (Fig. 3e–h, filled circles) and fitted active force–length relationships
(Fig. 3.3e–h, grey lines). The work was calculated from the isokinetic part of the 5
mm/s ramp experiment. The black line shows the intermediate force depression in six
cat soleus muscles measured in different experiments applying shortening distances up
to 10 mm (Herzog and Leonard, 2000, , normalized to Fim = 23 N). The grey area
illustrates shortening distances larger than 20 mm.

3.4.4 Relevance of passive forces in muscle modelling

There are numerous studies using Hill-type muscle models neglecting passive force for

simulation of human movement (e. g. van Soest and Bobbert, 1993; Geyer et al.,

2003). This may be appropriate if all muscles work in a range with negligible passive

force. However, passive forces become increasingly important on the descending limb

of the force–length relationship (e. g. Gareis et al., 1992).

A number of muscles were reported to work in this range, e. g. the human M.

vastus lateralis during cycling (Muraoka et al., 2001) or shoulder muscles during

arm abduction (Klein Breteler et al., 1999). A review of force–length operating

ranges of vertebrae muscles is given by Burkholder and Lieber (2001), substan-

tiating the necessity of modelling passive forces for certain muscles.

In fact, any stretching activities include passive muscle forces. During acci-

dents like e. g. automobile collisions maximal joint excursions and maximal muscle

lengthening may occur. To predict injuries and to develop protective interventions,
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muscle-skeletal models including passive forces (model [CC+SEC]) were used to sim-

ulate whole body movement during crash tests (Hardin et al., 2004).

Additional relevance for muscle models including passive forces may arise from

studies examining changing muscle properties of older people. Thelen (2003)

showed that passive muscle stiffness increased and maximum isometric muscle force

decreased with age.

Furthermore, passive forces do not scale with activation or velocity like the ac-

tive forces and therefore may gain importance in submaximal conditions and fast

movements. These considerations suggest that passive forces have to be accounted

for appropriately.
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Chapter 4

Titin-Induced Force

Enhancement and Force

Depression: A ’Sticky-Spring’

Mechanism in Muscle

Contractions?

4.1 Introduction

From whole muscle to myofibrils, the steady-state force after an active stretch can ex-

ceed the force measured in an isometric contraction at the same final length (Abbott

and Aubert, 1952; Edman et al., 1982) and can even exceed the maximum isomet-

ric force (Herzog et al., 2008; Lee and Herzog, 2008). While the first result might

be explained with non-uniform sarcomere lengthening (Morgan, 1990), the latter

cannot be explained solely within the framework of the sliding-filament (Huxley

and Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley and Hanson, 1954) and the crossbridge theories

(Huxley, 1957). The physiological mechanism(s) underlying enhanced forces have

not been understood to date (see Herzog et al., 2008, for a review). However,

it has been suggested that residual force enhancement (the force difference between

the two measured steady-state forces) can be separated into active and passive parts

(Herzog et al., 2006) related to the crossbridge mechanism and to titin, respectively

(Herzog et al., 2008). In contrast, Pinniger et al. (2006) provided evidence sug-

gesting that force enhancement (the increase in experimental force compared to the
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force expected from valid sliding-filament and crossbridge theories) during and af-

ter stretch results from a mechanism independent of the crossbridges and may be

related to titin.

Stretching active fibers from the same initial length (throughout the manuscript

initial refers to the length at which activation occurs) with different constant veloc-

ities, Edman et al. (1982) found constant stiffness greater than zero after a short

transient phase, suggesting a spring-like characteristic (elongation-dependent) of

force enhancement. Moreover, muscles stretched on the descending limb of the ac-

tive force–length relationship exceeded the isometric force at the stretched length

by a larger amount than muscles stretched the same distance on the ascending limb

(Morgan et al., 2000; Peterson et al., 2004). These effects are hard to explain

with enhanced crossbridge forces. Not only would the crossbridge have to exert

force rising with stretch amplitude, but it would also have to ’know’ about the

initial filament overlap. This substantiates the presence of a force-producing mech-

anism independent of the crossbridge force-generation producing increasing forces

with increasing initial sarcomere length.

Another reported phenomenon of muscular contraction is the decreased steady-

state force after active muscle (e. g. Abbott and Aubert, 1952) or fiber (e. g.

Edman, 1975, 1996; Edman et al., 1993; Sugi and Tsuchiya, 1988) shortening

compared to the force measured in an isometric contraction at the same final length.

Residual force depression (force difference between these two measured steady state

forces) was found to be proportional to the shortening distance (Marechal and

Plaghki, 1979; Edman, 1975; Herzog and Leonard, 1997). Furthermore, force

depression (the decrease in experimental force compared to the force expected from

valid sliding-filament and crossbridge theories) was shown to occur during shortening

(e. g. Meijer et al., 1998; Siebert et al., 2008). Mechanisms proposed in this

context include stress-induced inhibition of crossbridges (Marechal and Plaghki,

1979).

Physiological explanations, as well as most phenomenological descriptions, deal

with either force enhancement ( e. g. Morgan et al., 1982) or with force depression

(the converse of the above; e. g. Marechal and Plaghki, 1979; Meijer et al.,

1998). Forcinito et al. (1998) showed that a physiologically non-motivated re-

cruitable elastic rack conceptually explains force enhancement and force depression

effects. However, in contradiction to experimental results (Herzog and Leonard,

2000), such modeling predicts commutativity of shortening-stretch vs. stretch-

shortening experiments with respect to the subsequent steady-state muscle force.
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4.2 Methods

In this study, we propose and model a physiological mechanism related to titin

(connectin) to describe both force-enhancement and force-depression effects. The

giant protein titin is a structural part of myosin with a free part acting as a molecu-

lar spring connecting myosin to the Z-disc near the actin filament (e. g. Linke et al.,

1998; Prado et al., 2005). This molecular spring consists of three morphologically

distinct regions: 1) the proximal Immunoglobulin (Ig) region connecting to the Z-

disc, 2) the adjacent PEVK region (rich in proline (P), glutamic acid (E), valine (V)

and lysine (K)), and 3) the distal Ig region attached to myosin. Interaction with actin

seems possible when calcium is present (Kellermayer and Granzier, 1996) and

the PEVK region can attach to the actin filament (Bianco et al., 2007). Such at-

tachments may occur at myosin binding sites on actin (Niederlander et al., 2004).

Here, we assume that the PEVK region attaches itself to the myosin binding sites

on actin during activation (Fig. 4.1, top), thereby altering titin’s behavior during

subsequent length changes compared to passive length changes. This ’sticky-spring’

mechanism might induce considerable forces during and after sarcomere stretch, as

well as during and after sarcomere shortening.

By dramatically reducing titin’s free spring length in the active state (i. e. when

calcium concentration is high), the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism may lead to 1) in-

creased passive half-sarcomere force during and after active stretch and 2) decreased

or even negative passive half-sarcomere force during and after active shortening.

Moreover, during shortening, the proposed mechanism may interfere with active-

force production by inhibiting crossbridges. Resultant, the mechanism might offer

an explanation for several force-enhancement and force-depression effects including

the non-commutativity (Herzog and Leonard, 2000) of those effects.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Model

We restricted our modeling to the half-sarcomere as the force-producing unit of the

muscle (Fig. 4.1) and neglected elasticity in series to the crossbridges such as elastic-

ity of the actin and myosin filaments. In addition, we normalized forces to the max-

imum isometric active force F[im] (throughout the manuscript, values subscripted

with brackets were constant for at least one experiment) produced at optimal thin

(actin) and thick (myosin) filament overlap and assumed that all forces would act

along the myofilament axis.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the active (high calcium concentration) half-sarcomere:
(top) at an initial length lhs[0] on the descending limb of the active force–length rela-
tionship; (middle) after stretch from lhs[0]; (bottom) after shortening from lhs[0]. All
actin, myosin and titin (its molecular spring part is colored) filaments are represented
with one specimen each. The long axis length ratios, as well as the number of myosin
heads correspond to physiological values. (top) The PEVK region (yellow) is attached
to actin at myosin binding sites (black dots). The length of titin’s proximal Ig region,
PEVK region, and distal Ig region attained under the initial passive force fpass[0] is
depicted. (middle) The sum of the length changes ∆lPEVK and ∆ldist Ig equals the
stretch distance. (middle, enlarged view) The ’sticky-spring’ force fsticky equals the
sum of attachment forces fatt i pulling on the PEVK–actin attachments and fpass[0].
(bottom) Inhibition of crossbridges by PEVK–actin attachments is illustrated.
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The normalized half-sarcomere force fhs equaled the sum of an active (cross-

bridges) component fact and a passive (titin) component fpass:

fhs = Fhs/F[im] = fact + fpass. (4.1)

A common Hill-type separation approach matching the sliding-filament and cross-

bridge theories defined the active force:

fact = Fact/F[im] = fv(vhs) · fl(lhs, lhs[0]). (4.2)

The fv is a factor due to the force–velocity (Hill, 1938; Abbott and Aubert,

1952) relation (shortening: fv ≤ 1; stretch: fv > 1) and depends on the half-

sarcomere velocity vhs. The fl is a factor due to the force–length (Gordon et al.,

1966) relation (fl ≤ 1). According to the sliding-filament theory, fl depends on the

number of effective crossbridges. Moreover, on the steep part of the ascending limb

of the active force–length relationship, it also assumedly depends on counteracting

compressive forces. Following the proposed mechanism, however, fl can be decreased

due to inhibited crossbridges; it not only depends on the half-sarcomere length lhs,

but also on the initial half-sarcomere length lhs[0] (please see appendix 4.5.1).

We modeled titin’s molecular spring region as an elastic spring. In the passive

state (calcium concentration is low, i. e. the sarcomere is deactivated), fpass is a

function of lhs. In the active state (calcium concentration is high, i. e. the sarcomere

is activated), the PEVK region attaches itself to the actin filament. Hence, titin’s

distal Ig region can be pulled not only in the same direction (Fig. 4.1, middle) as

the crossbridges (fpass > 0), but also in the opposite (Fig. 4.1, bottom) direction

(fpass < 0). Resultant, fpass is a function of lhs and lhs[0] as described in the next

section.

We assumed that skinned myofibril passive tension is induced by titin (Linke

et al., 1998). With a typical value of maximum active muscle tension of 20 N/cm2, we

translated measured myofibril tension (Linke et al., 1998) into normalized tension

corresponding to normalized titin force. Further length data from the same study

yielded force–elongation data for the entire molecular spring and for the distal Ig and

PEVK regions (Fig. 4.2). We used lookup tables and linearly interpolated desired

values from these essentially nonlinear data which were extrapolated linearly when

necessary.
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entire molecular spring region (x-mark), its PEVK region (square), and its distal Ig
region (circle).

4.2.2 The titin-induced ’sticky-spring’ mechanism

Consider a rectangular adhesive tape stuck on a plain surface. It can bear high forces

if pulled along its length axis away from its adherend (stretch), but is easily peeled

off in the opposite direction (shortening). We suggest that titin’s PEVK region may

function similarly during muscular contraction.

Along its length, the PEVK region seems to be able to attach to the actin

filament, to quickly reattach itself when the bond is broken, and moreover, the

attachment may bear an average maximum force F[am] of 8 pN (Bianco et al., 2007).

In the active state, we assume that PEVK–actin attachment occurs spontaneously

when the PEVK region approaches a myosin binding site on actin, and that the

attachment can bear F[am] in any direction (i. e. in our model in any of the two

longitudinal half-sarcomere directions).

To normalize the force induced by the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism, we related F[am]

to F[im]. With assumed 20 N/cm2 maximum isometric active muscle tension and

a 42 nm distance between myosin filaments in the crystalline structure of skeletal

muscle, the maximum active force related to one myosin is 300 pN. Six titin molecules

connect each myosin filament to the Z-disc at the corresponding actin filaments.

Hence the maximum isometric force related to one titin molecule is 50 pN, and

F[am] = 8 pN corresponds to f[am] = 0.16 normalized maximum attachment force.
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Single active stretch

First, assume a high calcium concentration and that the PEVK region is attached

to actin thereby dramatically reducing the free molecular spring length to the dis-

tal Ig region length (Fig. 4.1, top). At the initial half-sarcomere length lhs[0], the

initial passive half-sarcomere force fpass[0] acts in the PEVK region as well as in

the proximal and distal Ig regions. However, no force pulls on the PEVK–actin

attachments. When the active sarcomere is stretched, the force in the distal Ig

region increases due to a pull on the most distal (nearest to myosin) PEVK–actin

attachment. As soon as the increase in force exceeds the normalized attachment

force f[am], the attachment may break and PEVK may reattach at the same binding

site, thus reducing the PEVK chain length between the two most distal PEVK–actin

attachments and leading to an additional force bearing of the second (from distal)

attachment site. If the stretch continues, more and more of the initial PEVK–actin

attachments will bear force, and the elongating PEVK region will approach addi-

tional binding sites (Fig. 4.1, middle). Hence, during the stretch, the PEVK region

may be seen as a ’sticky-spring’, and its distal-end force fsticky is the sum of the

constant fpass[0] (compare Appendix 4.5.2) and the cumulated force pulling on the

PEVK–actin attachments fatt cum (Fig. 4.1, middle). Hence

fpass = fsticky = fpass[0] + fatt cum. (4.3)

Note that the sum of these forces does not indicate simultaneous parallel action,

but a sequential increase of passive force.

We derived a constant stiffness k[sticky] dependent on lhs[0] to characterize the

increase in force due to ’sticky-spring’ elongation (see appendix 4.5.2). The half-

sarcomere length change equals the sum of the PEVK region’s elongation ∆lPEV K

equaling ∆lsticky and the distal Ig region’s elongation ∆ldist Ig (Fig. 4.1, middle):

lhs − lhs[0] = ∆lsticky + ∆ldist Ig = fatt cum/ksticky(lhs[0]) + ldist Ig − ldist Ig[0], (4.4)

where ldist Ig is the length of the distal Ig region and ldist Ig[0] is its length attained

under fpass[0].
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Single active shortening

Here, we only consider the case where the initial passive force is lower than f[am]

which, according to the used literature data, corresponds to half-sarcomere lengths

below 1.66 µm (fl = .31, descending limb of active force–length relation). Such

lengths are exceeded only by a few muscles within their operating ranges (Burkhol-

der and Lieber, 2001). Again, assume that the PEVK region is attached to actin

(Fig. 4.1, top) and further, that the most distal PEVK–actin attachment coincides

with the distal end of the PEVK region. The following shortening can be separated

into three distinct length ranges with ’sticky-spring’ effects on active and passive

half-sarcomere forces. In the first phase (Fig. 4.3, top), shortening leads to a stronger

decrease in passive force compared to passive shortening since the molecular spring

length is reduced to the length of the distal Ig region. Hence

ldist Ig = ldist Ig[0] − (lhs[0] − lhs). (4.5)

The ’sticky-spring’ force equaling the passive force is then given by the force–

length data of the distal Ig region. Note that the PEVK region is pre-stretched by

fpass[0] before attaching itself to actin. Therefore, as fsticky decreases to zero during

shortening to the first shortening phase’s final length lhs[1], the resulting force pulling

on the most distal PEVK–actin attachment towards the Z-disc increases from zero

to fpass[0].

During the second shortening phase (Fig. 4.3, middle), a passive tensile force

counteracting the active force develops in the distal Ig region. Notably, it also

pulls solely on the most distal PEVK–actin attachment towards the Z-disc. Con-

sequently, the PEVK–actin attachments break consecutively whenever this force

exceeds f[break] = f[am] − fpass[0]. Since the mechanical energy expended to peel off

the PEVK region during half-sarcomere shortening increased approximately with

the square of the displacement (Fig. 4.7b), we assumed the ’sticky-spring’ peel-off

force to increase linearly with half-sarcomere shortening lhs[1] − lhs with a slope of

k[short] depending on lhs[0] (see appendix 4.5.3):

fpass = −fsticky = −k[short](lhs[0]) · (lhs[1] − lhs). (4.6)

The negative sign indicates that the ’sticky-spring’ force opposes the active force

fact.
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Figure 4.3. Schematic of three subsequent phases (from top to bottom) of active
half-sarcomere shortening. Only the vicinity of the myosin filament end and a part of
the actin filament is depicted. The dark grey actin (dotted with binding sites) and
myosin filament segments depict initial loci of the respective phase, and the transition
between titin’s PEVK region (yellow) and the distal Ig region (red) is marked with a
circle containing a dot. The myosin filament segments depicted in light grey correspond
to their position in a later stage, while the PEVK region and distal Ig region are
now shown in grey. The arrows indicate length changes. (top) Shortening from the
initial length results in quick unloading of the distal Ig region and proximal loading of
the most distal PEVK actin attachment. (middle) The myosin end passes the distal
end of the attached PEVK region and the attached PEVK region begins to peel off.
Furthermore, dependent on the attached PEVK-region length and on the overlap with
the myosin end, crossbridges are inhibited in the range lblock. (bottom) The sufficiently
lengthened, peeled PEVK segment is allowed to reattach behind the attachment of its
former proximal end. For further explanations see text.
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Myosin entering the range of the attached PEVK region at the length lhs[1] re-

duces the number of effective crossbridges, thereby decreasing active forces compared

to the sliding-filament and crossbridge theories. The fl value decrease is defined by

the region lblock (compare appendix 4.5.1) where potential crossbridges are inhibited

by the attached PEVK region (Fig. 4.3, middle):

a := xPEV K prox[0] − (lhs − l[myosin])

b := lhs[1] − lhs −∆xPEV K dist

lblock =

{
b, a < 0

b− a, a ≥ 0

(4.7)

The proximal displacement of the attached PEVK region’s distal end ∆xPEV K dist

(Fig. 4.3, middle) is given by

c := lhs[1] − lhs − l[dist Ig break]

∆xPEV K dist =

{
0, c < 0

s(lhs[0]) · c, c ≥ 0

(4.8)

where s(lhs[0]) (see appendix 4.5.3) is a gearing < 1 relating the length change of

the half-sarcomere lhs[1]− lhs offset by l[dist Ig break] (the length of the distal Ig region

strained by f[break]) to ∆xPEV K dist. The constant length xPEV K prox[0] corresponds

to the distance between the middle of the Z-disc and the proximal end of the PEVK

region, and l[myosin] (=0.8 µm) is the length of half a myosin filament.

The third shortening phase (Fig. 4.3, bottom) begins when the distal Ig region’s

distal end passes the PEVK region’s proximal end at the corresponding length lhs[2].

In this situation the distal Ig region is pre-stretched to ldist Ig[2] with the force

fsticky[2] (< f[break]). We assume that during half-sarcomere shortening lhs[2] − lhs
the PEVK region attaches as described and that similar equations apply, however,

resulting here in passive force counteracting the active force. Remaining initial

PEVK–actin attachments continue to break consecutively during shortening, thus,

contrary to stretch, no initial PEVK–actin attachments can be recruited perma-

nently for force bearing of the ’sticky-spring’. Thus, ’sticky-spring’ force only in-

creases due to approaching new binding sites on actin at intervals c[bind] (=0.038 µm),

and k[sticky] equals f[am]/c[bind] (compare Fig. 4.7a). Neglecting the decrease in force

distal to the first newly approached binding site due to its minor role in passive force

generation, the passive force equals (compare Eq. (4.3))

fpass = −fsticky = −(fsticky[2] + fatt cum). (4.9)
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The proximal displacement of the PEVK region’s proximal end ∆xPEV K prox

(Fig. 4.3, bottom) is defined by k[sticky]. Hence (compare Eq. (4.4)),

lhs[2]− lhs = ∆xPEV K prox + ∆ldist Ig = fatt cum/k[sticky] + ldist Ig− ldist Ig[2]. (4.10)

For simplicity, we assumed that the attached PEVK-region’s distal end moved

towards the Z-disc by half ∆xPEV K prox until it reached the third-phase initial locus

of the proximal PEVK end. Hence

lblock =

{
lblock[2] + ∆xPEV K prox/2, ∆xPEV K prox < 2 · lblock[2]

∆xPEV K prox, ∆xPEV K prox ≥ 2 · lblock[2]

, (4.11)

where lblock[2] corresponds to the length lblock at the end of the second shortening

phase.

4.3 Results

The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism as modeled is independent of stretch or shortening

velocity. Consequently, we show forces during active stretch (Fig. 4.4) and during

active shortening (Fig. 4.5) from different initial lengths in force vs. half-sarcomere

length plots. The fv value resulting from the force–velocity relation modulating the

active half-sarcomere force component is, however, set to 1 (isometric condition).

This approach enables the reading of force enhancement during stretch and force

depression during shortening, as well as the reading of residual force enhancement

and residual force depression at any half-sarcomere length.

’Sticky-spring’ stiffness in stretch experiments increases with increasing initial

half-sarcomere length (Fig. 4.7a).
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Figure 4.4. Forces during quasi-isometric active stretch (thick lines). From top to
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4.4 Discussion

In addition to the crossbridge cycle, we proposed a titin-induced molecular ’sticky-

spring’ mechanism to contribute to sarcomere force generation. When compared

to passive half-sarcomere length changes, it increases passive force during and after

active stretch (Fig. 4.4, top), and it produces decreased or negative passive force

during and after active shortening (Fig. 4.5, top). Moreover, during shortening,

the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism interferes with active force production by inhibiting

crossbridges (Fig. 4.5, middle). The mechanism accounts for many experimental

observations concerning force-enhancement and force-depression effects leaving the

sliding-filament and the crossbridge theories intact (i. e. without increasing or de-

creasing the rate functions of attachment or detachment of myosin heads to actin).

Notably, we used only experimental data from the literature to derive ’sticky-spring’

forces.

Residual force enhancement and residual force depression depend on the muscle’s

working range. More precisely, no residual force enhancement (Edman et al., 1982;

Morgan et al., 2000; Peterson et al., 2004) and no residual force depression

(Gordon et al., 1966; Morgan et al., 2000) were found in the steep range of the

ascending limb of the active force–length relationship. Furthermore, residual force

enhancement increased from the upper part of the ascending limb to longer lengths

(e. g. Herzog et al., 2008; Lee and Herzog, 2008). Predictions of the ’sticky-

spring’ mechanism reflect these findings. There is no titin length change in the

range of the steep part of the ascending limb of the active force–length relationship

(myosin hits Z-disc), and thus neither residual force enhancement nor residual force

depression are predicted for contractions within this length range. Predicted residual

force enhancement increases from the upper part of the ascending limb to longer

lengths (Fig. 4.4) due to increasing ’sticky-spring’ stiffness (Fig. 4.7a, inset).

Measured residual force depression (Edman, 1975, 20% for 0.15 µm half-sarco-

mere shortening to plateau) is lower by an order of magnitude than residual force

enhancement (Herzog et al., 2008, 170% for 0.35 µm half-sarcomere stretch from

plateau). The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism’s predictions are similar to these experi-

mental results (Figs 4.4,4.5).

Sarcomere lengths, though inhomogeneous before stretch, were shown to homog-

enize during and after stretch on the descending limb of the active force–length

relationship (Herzog et al., 2008). Stunningly, this is contrary to what would be

expected according to the sliding-filament and the crossbridge theories. The longer
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the sarcomere, the weaker it should be and should elongate more rapidly until it is

’caught’ by passive forces at long lengths which is not seen in the cited experiments.

In general, the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism leads to higher passive forces during and

after active stretch compared to during and after passive stretch. The higher pas-

sive stiffness in initially longer sarcomeres, and accordingly the higher passive force

during and after stretch in those sarcomeres could result in a compensation of lower

active forces compared to initially shorter sarcomeres and lead to homogenization

of sarcomere lengths as observed.

For large magnitude stretches, residual force enhancement can reach a plateau

(Bullimore et al., 2007) whose development is within the framework of the pro-

posed mechanism. During a stretch, the force gradient in the PEVK region might

reach the proximal (towards Z-disc) PEVK-region end. Further stretch would then

lead to movement of the entire PEVK region along the actin filament at a rather

constant force (neglecting the increase in passive force in the proximal Ig region).

The lower the bearable PEVK–actin attachment force and the shorter and the stiffer

the PEVK region, the lower the stretch magnitude at which the plateau occurs and

the lower the plateau force.

Moreover, residual force enhancement (Edman et al., 1982) as well as residual

force depression (Herzog and Leonard, 1997) do not disappear if force temporarily

decreases to zero during stretch or shortening, but vanish if activation temporarily

decreases to zero after the final stretch or shortening length is reached. With re-

gards to the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism, this also makes perfect sense because it is

independent of a decrease in force to zero induced by a quick shortening step. On

the other hand, when the sarcomere deactivates, the PEVK–actin attachments must

break according to our theory, otherwise the proposed mechanism would be a one-

way street. We expect tropomyosin to break the PEVK–actin attachments while

covering the myosin binding sites on actin.

4.4.1 Model limitations

Though many experimental results might be explained qualitatively with the mech-

anism proposed in its current form, a well-documented feature of force depression is

not yet included. Similar to experiments by Marechal and Plaghki (1979), the

’sticky-spring’ mechanism leads to residual force depression which linearly depends

on the shortening distance in a number of ranges (Fig. 4.6). However, residual force

depression not only depends on shortening distance, but also on shortening velocity
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(Marechal and Plaghki, 1979).
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(inset) depends almost linearly on the shortening distance (initial length - final length).

Considering the narrow interfilamentary space, it may be possible that instead

of sliding past them, the myosin filaments knock off a fraction of PEVK–actin at-

tachments during shortening. The impulse exerted on the PEVK–actin attachment

increases with increasing contraction velocity. Hence, the probability of knock-off

might increase with velocity resulting in decreased force depression. To incorporate

the speculated knock-off into the model in a simple manner, we could assume that

if the most distal PEVK–actin attachment is knocked off at the beginning of the

second shortening phase (Fig. 4.3, middle), all following PEVK–actin attachments of

this particular titin molecule will also be knocked-off. Then, a factor decreasing from

one towards zero with increasing velocity can simply be multiplied with the passive

force in the second and the third shortening phases as well as with the length lblock

of PEVK-inhibited binding sites to account for velocity-dependent force depression.

Interestingly, the fraction of knocked-off PEVK–actin attachments might increase

with a decreasing f[break]. Thus, the current model yields the maximal force de-

pression to be expected (Fig. 4.5), which may decrease with increasing velocities as
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stated in the literature, and moreover with decreasing f[break] (i. e. with increasing

initial length or after an active pre-stretch).

During active isovelocity stretches, muscle stiffness was constant and greater

than zero, independent of stretch velocity (Edman et al., 1982) and also indepen-

dent of initial length (Till et al., 2008). The widely accepted product approach

for the active force (Eq. (4.2)) leads to different active force slopes for different

constant velocities in ranges of non-zero force–length relationship slopes, whereas

the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism in its current form yields passive forces which are in-

dependent of stretch velocity. Half-sarcomere force is the sum of active force and

’sticky-spring’ force. Thus the experiments in the range of the plateau conducted by

Edman et al. (1982) might be explained, but those by (Till et al., 2008) cannot be

explained without accounting for a stretch-velocity dependence in the ’sticky-spring’

mechanism model.

The increase in passive force attributed to increased titin stiffness in the presence

of calcium was shown to be very small (Labeit et al., 2003; Joumaa et al., 2008)

and would not be able to predict residual force enhancement values observed in

experiments. However, Labeit et al. (2003) removed actin, and Joumaa et al.

(2008) removed the tropomyosin motor troponin C. As a result, no myosin binding-

sites on actin were available for the suggested PEVK–actin attachments which, in

turn, are crucial for the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism. However, the ’sticky-spring’

forces depend on the force–elongation relations of distinct titin regions. Stiffness

adaptations of these regions due to calcium increase may be worth considering, but

were not accounted for in the model due to lack of data.

4.4.2 Functional implications

The proposed mechanism strongly links force enhancement with force depression

effects, thereby implying functional consequences.

Passive, elastic force enhancement might improve the muscle’s efficiency in cyclic

stretch-shortening situations by temporarily storing and subsequently releasing elas-

tic strain energy (Lindstedt et al., 2002; Pinniger et al., 2006). In a study with

rats conducted by Reich et al. (2000), eccentric muscle training increased muscle

stiffness, but did not increase the rats’ maximum isometric force, thus the ability of

muscles to produce force enhancement (perhaps accompanied by force depression)

seemed to be a plastic feature of muscles depending on their use. In this context,

force depression could be seen as an unwanted by-product of force enhancement,
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and might be circumvented by timely deactivation in the shortening phase.

If the muscle’s primary function is to produce positive work (i. e. active fiber

shortening is the predominant action), the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism is contra-

indicated since by decreasing the muscle’s force it leads to a reduction of the positive

work. Muscle fibers and entire muscles showing no force enhancement exist (e. g.

Pinniger et al., 2006; Stienen et al., 1992) and, following the proposed mechanism,

they might lack force depression and might be adapted for production of positive

work.

An intriguing aspect pointing to a possible source of the ’sticky-spring’ mech-

anism’s speculated adaptiveness might be the structural difference of heart titin

when compared to skeletal muscle titin. The heart is one of the above mentioned

muscles whose primary function is to produce positive work. The PEVK region in

heart titin compared to that in selected skeletal muscles is very short (Linke et al.,

1996), which is appropriate since it reduces the number of possible PEVK–actin

connections and, therefore, reduces force depression.

4.4.3 Active shortening-stretch and stretch-shortening experiments

Non-commutativity of active shortening-stretch vs. stretch-shortening experiments

with respect to the final steady-state force was found in experiments conducted by

Herzog and Leonard (2000). Regarding the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism, in such

experiments the initial conditions for the second part of the experiment differ from

single stretch or single shortening.

In an equidistant shortening-stretch experiment, shortening to an extent where

the distal end of the attached PEVK region remains in place leads to equal con-

figuration of the ’sticky-spring’ at the final length compared to a purely isometric

contraction at the same final length. Therefore, the steady-state force for both exper-

iments may remain unchanged as reported (Herzog and Leonard, 2000). Greater

shortening-stretch amplitude can lead to the development of a force gradient in the

PEVK region during stretch and, therefore, to force enhancement.

However, the situation for an equidistant stretch-shortening experiment of com-

parable amplitude would be different from the one already discussed. Due to stretch,

the bound PEVK region elongates distally. During the first shortening phase, while

the passive force decreases to zero, the force gradient in the PEVK region reverses

with only marginal proximal displacement of the PEVK-region’s distal end. Thus,

the distal PEVK-region end is more distal when the final length is reached than it
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is in a purely isometric contraction at the same final length. As a result, the steady-

state force at the final length is lower than the force resulting from the purely

isometric contraction due to decreased passive force or even negative passive force

and inhibited crossbridges (i. e. the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism introduces hysteresis).

4.4.4 The force decay after active stretch

The force increase during active myofibril or muscle stretch can be separated into

two main parts with different slopes. Pinniger et al. (2006) related the first part

to increasing force–velocity values, and mainly associated the second part with in-

creased titin stiffness. The force decay in a subsequent active isometric phase exceeds

the force increase in the first part of the active stretch (e. g. Pinniger et al., 2006).

This suggests that the force output of the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism should decay

in isometric conditions. It should be noted that this decay is incompatible with the

’sticky-spring’ behavior as modeled.

Interestingly, it has been reported that, depending on force, the Ig regions unfold

and refold in a statistical process (e. g. Linke and A., 2008). Assuming that the

’sticky-spring’ mechanism is valid, force levels in the distal Ig region can vastly exceed

those introduced by passive extension (Fig. 4.4) during and after active stretch.

Therefore, the unfolding of the distal Ig region might play a crucial role in the force

decay after active stretch. Accounting for such a process, the forces produced by

the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism would inherit a velocity-dependence and force would

decay in the isometric phase after stretch.

Finally, in our model we did not account for increased passive titin stiffness due

to high calcium concentrations (Labeit et al., 2003) since to date it is not clear to

what extent which titin region stiffens. However, stiffening of mainly the distal Ig

or the PEVK regions, for example, might have a profound effect on ’sticky-spring’

force output during active stretch which, in turn, might lead to changed folding and

unfolding ratios and thereby influence overall time constant(s) of force decay.
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Chapter 4. The ’Sticky-Spring’ Mechanism

4.5 Appendix: Calculation of fl and stiffness approxi-

mation

4.5.1 Calculation of fl

We used the rat’s actin filament length (Walker and Schrodt, 1974, 1.04 µm),

the typical myosin length (1.6 µm), the measured plateau width (0.25 µm), and the

measured length of zero active force (1.27 µm) of the active sarcomere force–length

relationship (Gordon et al., 1966) to calculate the potential range of crossbridges

lbind pot for a given half-sarcomere length. The effective myosin bare-region length

was assumed to correspond to half the plateau width, thus the maximal range of

operative crossbridges l[bind max] per half-sarcomere is 1.6/2− 0.25/4 = 0.7375 [µm].

In the range of the upper part of the ascending limb, actin filaments entering the

range of myosin heads of the adjacent half-sarcomere are supposed to reduce the

number of potential crossbridges by half, thus the fraction of lbind pot in this range

is halved. Subtraction of the length lblock of PEVK-inhibited binding sites (compare

Fig. 4.3) from lbind pot, and division by l[bind max] yielded the corresponding fl value.

4.5.2 Derivation of ’sticky-spring’ stiffness during stretch

Consider a long active stretch of the activated half-sarcomere. The attached PEVK

region elongates along the actin filament and the force pulling on the distal PEVK

region end increases due to 1) consecutive force bearing from distal to proximal

PEVK segments in between initial PEVK–actin attachments and 2) superimposed

force steps induced by binding sites approached during elongation. Using the given

passive force at any initial half-sarcomere length, we determined the initial PEVK-

region length, lPEV K[0]. Dividing lPEV K[0] by c[bind], the distance between two bind-

ing sites on actin (0.038 µm), and rounding up to the next integer yielded the number

of initial PEVK–actin attachments. For simplicity, we assumed that the proximal

end of the PEVK region would coincide with a PEVK–actin attachment. This led

to full loading of all initial PEVK–actin attachments from the distal to the proximal

end only when ’sticky-spring’ force exceeded 2.5 F[im]. Hence, the proximal Ig region

did not elongate during stretch.

To calculate the ’sticky-spring’ force–elongation relation (Fig. 4.7a), we elongated

the distal PEVK end by defined steps ∆xi and iterated the corresponding increased

distal force fi (Fig. 4.7b). The length change ∆lk of the k-th recruited PEVK

segment (i. e. PEVK segment loaded during active stretch) due to the segment-force
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increase from the force prior to the step fi−1 − k · f[am] to the force after the step

fi − k · f[am] is

∆lk = c[bind] ·
(

lPEV K(fi − k · f[am])

lPEV K(fi−1 − k · f[am])
− 1

)
(4.12)

The expression in large parentheses yields the strain of the respective segment,

which was calculated using the passive PEVK force–length relation (Fig. 4.2). In

appendices 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, lengths depend on the forces written in parentheses.

Each ∆lk migrates to the distal end and is finally strained by the force fi. It is

multiplied with a factor calculated again using the PEVK force–length relation to

yield its final length. ∆xi is then expressed by

∆xi = lend(fi−1) ·
(

lPEV K(fi)

lPEV K(fi−1)
− 1

)
+

recr segs∑
k=1

(
∆lk ·

lPEV K(fi)

lPEV K(fi)− k · f[am]

) (4.13)

where the first term describes the elongation of the PEVK segment between the

most distal PEVK–actin attachment and the PEVK-region’s distal end with length

lend < c[bind]. The recr segs is the number of segments recruited for force-bearing

by the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism (Fig. 4.7b).

Considering the thousands of titin molecules arranged in parallel in a sarcomere

and the probability distribution of PEVK–actin attachment force, we approximated

the ’sticky-spring’ force increase to depend linearly on elongation (Fig. 4.7a), result-

ing in a constant stiffness k[sticky] for each initial half-sarcomere length (Fig. 4.7a, in-

set).

4.5.3 The second shortening phase

We calculated discontinuous force-shortening relations during the second shortening

phase resulting from ’sticky-spring’ peel-off for different initial sarcomere lengths

(Fig. 4.8a). For this purpose, we used the passive force–length relations of titin, the

distal Ig region, and the PEVK region (Fig. 4.2). The free spring consists of the

distal Ig region and a fraction of the PEVK region in series. Its length, lspring, is

expressed by

lspring = ldist Ig(fsticky) + n · c[bind] ·
lPEV K(fsticky)

lPEV K(fpass[0])
(4.14)
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where n is the number of PEVK–actin attachments already broken. Force peaks

occur due to the breaking of PEVK–actin attachments at f[break]. The breaking

of one distal PEVK–actin attachment induces a stepwise proximal displacement of

the PEVK-region’s distal end xPEV K dist (Fig. 4.3, middle) by c[bind]. The half-

sarcomere shortening distance from peak to peak ∆l[peak] is expressed by

∆l[peak] = c[bind] ·
(
lPEV K(f[break])

lPEV K(fpass[0])
+ 1

)
. (4.15)

Expected homogenization effects induced by the parallel arrangement of thou-

sands of titin filaments with, for example, distributed PEVK–actin attachment

strengths (Bianco et al., 2007), led us to translate the half-sarcomere length change

to ∆xPEV K dist via the gearing ratio s(lhs[0]):

s(lhs[0]) =
c[bind]

∆l[peak]
=

lPEV K(fpass[0])

lPEV K(fpass[0]) + lPEV K(f[break])
(4.16)

Integration of the discontinuous force–shortening relation (Fig. 4.8a) yielded an

approximately quadratic function (Fig. 4.8b). To derive lhs[0]-dependent k[short],

the constant stiffness related to second-phase half-sarcomere shortening lhs[1] − lhs
(Fig. 4.8a, inset), we fitted k[short] · (lhs[1] − lhs)2/2 to this function.
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lines). (A, inset) The linear ’sticky-spring’ stiffness k[sticky] increases with increasing
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Chapter 5

General Conclusion

The basic research presented in this work provides a more coherent picture of pas-

sive forces during muscular contraction. Previously unexplained effects receive an

interpretation.

5.1 Elastic component effects on entire muscle level

Two similar Hill-type models with deviating arrangement of passive elastic compo-

nents (Fig. 1.5) are frequently applied in musculoskeletal modeling. The utilization

of any of the two models seems rather arbitrary. For the estimation of active force

as well as for the determination of muscle properties by regression of model force

to experimental muscle force, it was found that model [CC] should be preferred over

model [CC+SEC].

For the estimation of active force, mayhap for reasons of simplicity, model

[CC+SEC] is applied by standard. In Chapter 2, however, it could be shown that

active cat soleus force estimated with model [CC+SEC] underestimates the active

force produced by the contractile elements (Fig. 2.4). On the contrary, model [CC]

enables the estimation of active forces more closely to the real active forces. Using

model [CC], the passive force decreased by about 50% during isometric contractions,

thereby increasing the estimated active force. As a result, the estimated maxi-

mum isometric force as well as the optimal length of the fiber increased by about

10%. This is important, since these constants are used for normalization purposes

in the field of muscle physiology. Moreover, as a consequence, the interpretation of

the anatomical operating range of the cat soleus changed from ascending limb and

plateau of the active force–length relationship to solely ascending limb of the active
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force–length relationship.

The SEC compliance regulates the magnitude of the effect. The stress–strain re-

lation of tendinous tissue can be assumed constant in muscle (Zajac, 1989). Hence,

the most important possibility to change stiffness is to change the length of the

SEC. Noteably, in many smaller animals the length of the SEC relative to the CC

is smaller than in larger animals, and there is also a tendency of increasing SEC

length from proximal to distal muscles (Zajac, 1989). A larger difference in active

force estimated with both models is expected in larger and more distal muscles.

Discrepancies between normalized muscles’ active force–length relationships could

be resolved applying model [CC] instead of model [CC+SEC] for active-force estima-

tion (Fig. 2.5). Moreover, the normalized muscles’ active force–length relationships

determined with model [CC] very closely resembled the theoretical active sarcomere

force–length relationship hypothesized from results of Gordon et al. (1966) and cat

soleus’ thick and thin filament lengths (Fig. 2.5). Deviations between theoretical and

experimental studies on the ’descending limb’ (using model [CC+SEC]) have been a

focus of criticism of the sliding-filament theory (e. g. Pollack, 1983; ter Keurs

et al., 1978). To date these deviations have been attributed solely to sarcomere

length non-uniformities, whereas our results suggest that they might be influenced

by flawed estimation of active force.

Further, in light of two-dimensional muscle models (Otten, 1987; Epstein et al.,

2006), the congruency of the force–length relationships of muscle and sarcomere is

especially surprising. Predictions of the cited models suggest, that a muscle cannot

contract to the same degree as a single fiber due to internal resistance introduced

by geometric constraints. It must be concluded, at least for the investigated soleus

muscle with low fiber angle and homogeneous fiber length, that the muscle is ’man-

ufactured’ in a way to avoid such internal resistance.

In Chapter 3, optimizing parameters to adapt model force to a few experimental

muscle force–time traces, it could be derived that model [CC] represents the muscle

phenomenologically better. To our knowledge, this was the first successful, and a

novel approach to directly determine from the output (i. e. muscle force) which model

is more appropriate. Purely experimental approaches (Jewell and Wilkie, 1958)

have not been conclusive. Contrary to model [CC+SEC], the determined model [CC]

Hill-type parameter sets for the cat soleus were consistent with experimentally de-

termined parameters. Solely the active force–length relationships deviated from

experimentally determined active force–length relationships suggesting the presence

of effects not accounted for in the model.
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Arguments are manifold to prefer model [CC] over model [CC+SEC]. A more realis-

tic estimation of active forces (Chap. 2), the successful assessment of realistic model

parameters via a nonlinear fit (Chap. 3), and structural arguments point towards

model [CC]. It remains however an open question, which (if any) specific movements

lead to clear failure when applying model [CC+SEC] in forward simulations.

Meanwhile, the determined model [CC] parameters (which account for force de-

pression in a crude way by a depressed active force–length relationship) were used to

satisfactorily simulate the cat soleus’ work output in mainly concentric cyclic con-

tractions (Siebert et al., 2009). This may have been possible, since the experiments

from which the parameters were extracted were similar to the test-contractions.

In future, model [CC] should be complemented with a model of the ’sticky-spring’

mechanism to account for history-effects properly since a systematic failure was in-

troduced by the depressed active force–length relationship (Siebert et al., 2009),

and effects during eccentric contractions are of greater magnitude.

5.2 Functional role of passive forces

Passive forces in the non-activated muscle are known to e. g. contribute significantly

to hip moments in walking (Whittington et al., 2008). Prado et al. (2005) found

that titin only accounts for the smaller fraction of passive fiber force. This contri-

bution was shown to increase slightly in presence of calcium in dysfunctional (no

myosin binding sites available on actin) fibers (Labeit et al., 2003; Joumaa et al.,

2008). However, considering the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism proposed in Chapter 4,

the relevance of titin-induced force in the stimulated muscle might be largely under-

estimated and deserves re-evaluation.

To our knowledge, the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism is the first proposed physio-

logical mechanism which might quantitatively explain both force enhancement and

force depression effects. While the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism leaves passive (non-

stimulated) force production unaffected, it influences the force output of the active

(stimulated) muscle. During and after active stretch, additional passive force is cre-

ated (Fig. 4.4, top). During and after active shortening the ’sticky-spring’ mecha-

nism produces decreased or negative passive force (Fig. 4.5, top). Additionally, cross-

bridges are inhibited during shortening (Fig. 4.5, middle) thereby further decreasing

the exerted force (Fig. 4.5, bottom). By this means the proposed ’sticky-spring’

mechanism bridges the gap between experimental results and the sliding-filament

and crossbridge theories of muscular contraction (cf. section 4.4).
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5.2.1 History effects: ’sticky-spring’ vs. crossbridge

Some history effects might be explained with a modified crossbridge cycle. Rein-

forcing this idea, it was concluded that force enhancement cannot be explained by

a recruitable parallel elastic component (Bullimore et al., 2008). In a recent the-

oretical paper Walcott and Herzog (2008) showed that it is necessary to assume

’stuck’ crossbridges or multiple cycles to achieve different steady-state forces after

active stretch.

Walcott and Herzog (2008) deemed ’stuck’ crossbridges unlikely, since in

their model they can not reproduce the stretch amplitude dependence of residual

force enhancement. They do not, however, consider the possibility that crossbridges

get ’stuck’ and never detach. This modification of their model could explain the

stretch dependence similarly to the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism. Elongation then

would have to result from an elastic element in series to the crossbridges, and a

damper would have to be in parallel to this element and in series to the crossbridge

to explain the velocity dependent immediate eccentric force rise (consider trace 2

in Fig. 1.6). The stretch forces would be passive in nature. The question remains

which structure in the muscle could provide the required extreme length changes and

the damping. Further, such compliance would prevent the accordance of filament

lengths and active force-length relationship (Gordon et al., 1966). Also, force de-

pression, which seems not to result solely from non-uniform sarcomere lengths, can

not be explained by this assumption.

The suggested occurrence of multiple cycles regulated by stretch amplitude seems

unlikely. Some unsuccessful efforts have been made in attempting to prove this

suggestion (e. g. Mehta and Herzog, 2008). Moreover, the crossbridge would have

to ’know’ in which range of the force-length relationship it is stretched, since the

magnitude of residual force enhancement depends not only on stretch amplitude,

but also on the working range.

Concluding, experimental evidence is required to underpin their suggestions,

however at present the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism relying on titin–actin interac-

tions has strong advantages in terms of generality and plausibility. It offers an

explanation for active stretch as well as for active shortening experiments and it

leaves the crossbridge mechanism unchanged. The necessary feature which intro-

duces hysteresis and which explains non-commutativity of stretch-shortening versus

shortening-stretch experiments is that PEVK–actin attachments break at a certain

force (Bianco et al., 2007) and reattach.
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5.2.2 The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism and locomotion

The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism can be of advantage for efficient locomotion. Ter-

restrial locomotion using a number of limbs is accompanied by oscillations of the

center of mass. Correspondingly, the potential and the kinetic energy oscillate. Elas-

tic recoil of mechanical energy temporarily stored in elastic elements is desirable to

minimize metabolic cost and is typically attributed to tendinous tissue (Roberts

et al., 1997). The proposed mechanism enables temporary energy storage in titin’s

molecular spring region and subsequent release in muscle fibers that undergo active

stretch-shortening cycles, such as in the M. quadriceps femoris. Contrary to the

passive recoil introduced by connective tissue surrounding the fibers, the passive

recoil introduced by the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism is not limited to long operating

ranges.

The spring-mass model (Blickhan, 1989) proved as a valuable template for

running (Blickhan, 1989; McMahon and Cheng, 1990; Seyfarth et al., 2002)

and for walking (Geyer et al., 2006). The question remains how the complicated

musculoskeletal leg system achieves simple spring-like operation on the global level.

In active stretch-shortening cycles, the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism ensures positive

stiffness throughout the muscle’s operating range. This could help to achieve spring-

like leg behaviour.

5.2.3 Adaptiveness of the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism

Experimental data indicates that the ability of muscles to produce force enhancement

(perhaps accompanied by force depression) is a plastic feature of muscles depending

on their use. In a study with rats conducted by Reich et al. (2000), eccentric

muscle training increased muscle stiffness, but did not increase the rats’ maximum

isometric force. In this context, force depression could be seen as an unwanted by-

product of force enhancement, and might be circumvented by timely deactivation in

the shortening phase.

If the muscle’s primary function is to produce positive work (i. e. active fiber

shortening is the predominant action), the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism is contra-

indicated since by decreasing the muscle’s force during shortening it leads to a

reduction of the positive work. Muscle fibers and entire muscles showing no force

enhancement exist (e. g. Pinniger et al., 2006; Stienen et al., 1992) and, following

the proposed mechanism, they might lack force depression and might be adapted

for production of positive work.
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Taking this speculation a step further, eccentric training, like e. g. jogging, might

be contra-indicated for competetive cyclists with focus on production of positive

work. More specifically, the M. quadriceps femoris, which is important in jogging

as well as in cycling, undergoes active stretch-shortening cycles in the former and

mainly active shortening cycles in the latter. Hence, adaptation to the eccentric

jogging activity via the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism would lead to force depression in

the production of positive work during cycling.

In muscles showing force enhancement and force depression, the difference in

active force estimated with the Hill-type models [CC] and [CC+SEC] (Fig. 2.4) should

increase. Titin stiffens during activation by the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism. Conse-

quently, in an end-held isometric contraction, fiber shortening leads to a stronger

decrease of the titin-induced fraction of passive force when compared to the passive

force introduced by connective tissue. The active force might even be biased by titin-

induced negative passive force and inhibition of crossbridges given that compliance

in series enables large length changes of the fibers.

5.3 (In)stability of muscular contraction

As early as in 1891, M. Blix reported softening behaviour of electrically stimulated

frog muscle for increasing lengths in isometric contractions (Blix, 1891). In 1953,

A. V. Hill expressed the notion of instability when the constantly activated mus-

cle operates on the descending limb of the active force–length relationship (Hill,

1953). Inherent to this point of view, and indeed a conclusion of common sliding-

filament and crossbridge theories, is the perception of the static active force–length

relationship as a dynamic feature of muscle contraction. Seemingly contrary to this

perception, numerous muscle experiments show that muscle force steadily increases

during stretch, and that, especially on the descending limb, the steady-state force

after active stretch is higher than the active force at the final length obtained from

an isometric contraction (e. g. Edman et al., 1982; Morgan et al., 2000). Thus, the

muscle is able to circumvent instability on the descending limb of the force–length

relationship at least in stretch direction.

While for some decades non-uniform sarcomere lengths seemed an appealing ex-

planation to the phenomenon, more recent evidence ruled out such non-uniformities

as the sole cause of those effects (cf. section 1.3). For example, Rassier et al. (2003)

and Herzog et al. (2008) reported sarcomere-length homogenization during active

stretch in length ranges, where passive myofibril force (without ’sticky-spring’ mech-
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anism) was low. The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism suggested here, however, leads to

half-sarcomere stiffness increasing with longer lengths on the descending limb of the

active force–length relationship (Fig. 4.4, bottom), and thus explains these findings.

Additional evidence contradicting non-uniform sarcomere lengths as the sole

cause of residual force enhancement on the ascending limb was presented in Chap-

ter 2. Re-evaluation of the active force–length relationship using model [CC] revealed

that considerable residual force enhancement occurs after active stretches on its as-

cending (low-slope part) limb (Fig. 2.6b), a fact not easily explained with inhomo-

geneities in sarcomere lengths, but with the proposed ’sticky-spring’ mechanism.

The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism suggests that the stability of the half-sarcomere

with respect to position depends on the direction and on the magnitude of the

perturbation. While it ensures postitive stiffness for stretch throughout its operating

range (Fig. 4.4, thick lines), stiffness in shortening direction can be negative (Fig. 4.5,

thick lines). This connotes a significant change of stability properties compared to

lumped parameter models lacking such a mechanism as e. g. analyzed in Rode et al.

(2009a).

Consider a half-sarcomere under constant load on the descending limb of the active force–length

relationship. Perturbations in stretch direction lead to storage of perturbation energy in elastic

components (i. e. in the ’sticky-spring’, but also in connective tissue) while part of it is absorbed by

crossbridges. A small perturbation introducing insignificant ’sticky-spring’ hysteresis might lead to

’overshoot’ of the mass in the subsequent shortening phase and, due to negative stiffness (consider

Fig. 4.5, bottom, e. g. trace 4), consequently to shortening until the force balances the load in a

range of positive stiffness. Great perturbations introducing large ’sticky-spring’ hysteresis may lead

to equilibrium at a half-sarcomere length exceeding its initial length, with increased passive force

substituting decreased active force. Perturbations in shortening direction may lead to considerable

shortening to a new equilibrium position (consider Fig. 4.5, bottom, traces 3–5). In some cases (at

longer lengths), the decrease in passive force (introduced by ’sticky-spring’, and connective tissue)

might outweigh the increase in active force resulting in equilibrium at the initial length.

What does this implicate for a muscle or a muscle fiber with in series arrangement

of many half-sarcomeres? If the stabilizing ’sticky-spring’ mechanism is absent, fiber

contraction seems dictated by inter-sarcomere dynamics (Denoth et al., 2002). For

example, in an end-held isometric contraction on the descending limb, some half-

sarcomeres shorten, and some elongate until finally each sarcomere is in the range of

positive stiffness (i. e. on the ascending limb, or on the descending limb in the range
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of high passive force). The ’sticky-spring’ mechanism would prevent half-sarcomeres

from elongating considerably, and, consequently, just a few half-sarcomeres might

shorten (the extent of which is also limited by force depression), and force transients

might be damped. Further simulations are desired to quantize the effects.

The question of (in)stability on the descending limb is certainly also intertwined

with passive structures other than titin. The fibers showing inhomogeneities along

their length axis in experiments are often ’skinned’, i. e. the cell membrane and the

endomysium surrounding the fiber are removed. Crosslinks between endomysium

and sarcomeres as well as membrane properties should decrease the inhomogeneity

tendency in intact fibers. Effects like the isovolumetricity constraint might limit

deviating lengths in adjacent half-sarcomeres of the muscle fiber (Morgan et al.,

1982). Moreover, perimysium surrounding fascicles and epimysium surrounding the

muscle belly might take part in the homogenization of sarcomere lengths on higher

structural levels. To date, it is not clear to which extent these and other structures

help to homogenize half-sarcomere lengths.

5.4 Verification of ’sticky-spring’ mechanism

The idea of a recruitable spring explaining force enhancement is not new (Forcinito

et al., 1998; Pinniger et al., 2006; Herzog et al., 2008). Interestingly, I developed

the idea of how this could be achieved beforehand and then came across literature

providing some evidence in favour of a ’sticky-spring’ mechanism related to titin

(Kellermayer and Granzier, 1996; Niederlander et al., 2004; Pinniger et al.,

2006; Bianco et al., 2007).

The results presented in Chapter 4 allow predictions to be tested straightfor-

wardly with muscle experiments. For example, given that fatigue is not introduced

by fatigued nerves, the stiffness of the muscle during active stretch in the plateau

range should be the same in fatigued and non-fatigued muscles, since the ’sticky-

spring’ mechanism creates passive force.

Moreover, the varying magnitude of history-effects in different muscles and the

seeming plasticity of the ’sticky-spring’ mechanism open the door for its biochemical

or molecular-mechanical validation. Titin’s stiffness is adaptable in many ways. For

example, titin isoforms switched in hibernating grizzly bears (Nelson et al., 2008),

and titin isoform stiffness was changed by phosphorylation (leading to a conforma-

tional change; Kruger et al., 2009). Greaser et al. (2008) bred homozygote rat

mutants with increased titin length. The cited studies all investigate heart titin, in
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5.4 Verification of ’sticky-spring’ mechanism

which passive elasticity introduced by titin (without ’sticky-spring’ mechanism) is

known to play an important role. The mechanisms of stiffness adaptation beside

calcium sensitivity Labeit et al. (2003) related to skeletal muscle titin remain un-

known. Skeletal muscle titin might be tuned via length adjustments (i. e. adaptation

of isoform repeats) of distinct titin regions triggered by physical activity. As dis-

cussed in section 4.4.2, length adjustment of the PEVK region would play a crucial

role. Rebuilding processes might be detected by increased concentrations of titin

related substances in the sarcoplasm or by comparative mechanical characterization

of a specific muscle’s titin preceding and subsequent to physical activity, e. g. after

eccentric training.
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List of Symbols

Note that symbols missing in a specific chapter’s list might be general symbols.

General

Symbol Definition

A muscle activation (A ∈ [0, 1])

CC contractile component

[CC] Hill-type model with PEC in parallel to CC, and both in series

to SEC

[CC+SEC] Hill-type model with PEC in parallel to in series CC and SEC

Fim maximum active isometric force

fl force–length relationship factor (fl ∈ [0, 1])

Fpass passive muscle force

Ftotal total isometric muscle force during supramaximal stimulation

fv force–velocity relationship factor

lCC opt optimal CC length

PEC parallel elastic component

kj , j ∈ {1, 2} PEC force–elongation relation parameters

S muscle stimulation (S ∈ [0, 1])

SEC series elastic component

Chapter 1

Symbol Definition

ATP adenosine triphosphate
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List of symbols

Chapter 2

Symbol Definition

S1–S6 six cat soleus muscles

Fa [CC] active force determined with model [CC]

Fa [CC+SEC] active force determined with model [CC+SEC]

Fim [CC+SEC] Fim determined with model [CC+SEC]

Fn total force measured at the length corresponding to Fa [CC+SEC]

FPEC PEC force

Fp [CC] model [CC] passive force

Fp [CC+SEC] model [CC+SEC] passive force

FR force ratio Fpass/Ftotal

∆F decrease in passive force equalling increase in active force using

model [CC] compared to model [CC+SEC]

∆Ffract fractional decrease of passive force (∆F/Fpass)

L SEC length normalized relative to its length at Fn

LR adjusted such that fSEC = 1 when L = 1

c slope of the linear part of the SEC force–elongation relation

fSEC normalized SEC force

k measure of curvature of nonlinear part of the SEC force–

elongation relation

kPEC linear PEC stiffness at defined length

kSEC linear SEC stiffness at defined length

lCC slack CC slack length

lSEC Fn SEC length at maximum isometric force

∆l SEC elongation due to activation and force production; equiv-

alent to fiber (CC) shortening and PEC shortening using

model [CC]

∆lPEC PEC elongation

Chapter 3

Symbol Definition

curv curvature parameter
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List of symbols

F1 force at which the SEC force–elongation relation changes from

exponential linear

fc slope-transition on ascending limb of force–length relationship

k linear stiffness of SEC force–elongation relation

ksh dimensionless shape parameter

lCC CC length minus lCC opt

lj , j ∈ {1–4} special lengths related to the force–length relationship

(c.f. Fig. 3.1)

lm sum of SEC slack length and lCC opt

lmopt optimal muscle length

lmtc muscle-tendon-complex length

lSEC SEC elongation

lSEC1 length at which SEC force–elongation relation changes from

exponential to linear

lmslack constant sum of SEC and PEC slack lengths

pmax maximum muscle power

R correlation coefficient

ss sum of squared residuals

τ time constant of calcium influx

vccmax maximal CC shortening velocity

Chapter 4

Symbol Definition

c[bind] distance of binding sites on actin (=0.038 µm)

∆ldist Ig length change of the distal Ig region

∆lk k-th recruited (loaded during active stretch) PEVK segment

in between PEVK–actin attachments (Fig. B1B, bottom)

∆lsticky length change of the ’sticky-spring’

∆xi defined elongation steps for determination of ’sticky-spring’

force–elongation relation

∆xPEV K dist length change of the distal PEVK end during shortening

∆xPEV K prox length change of the proximal PEVK end during shortening

fact normalized active half-sarcomere force component
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List of symbols

F[am] maximum bearable PEVK–actin attachment force (=8 pN)

f[am] normalized F[am] (=0.16)

f[break] force in distal Ig region at which PEVK–actin attachment

breaks (= f[am] − fpass[0])

Fhs half-sarcomere force

fhs normalized half-sarcomere force

fpass passive half-sarcomere force

fpass[0] initial passive half-sarcomere force

fsticky ’sticky-spring’ force (sum of forces pulling on the PEVK re-

gion)

fsticky[2] ’sticky-spring’ force at the end of the second shortening phase

k[short 2] linear stiffness during second shortening phase

k[sticky] ’sticky-spring’ stiffness during stretch and during shortening

phase

lblock length range with PEVK-inhibited potential crossbridges

lblock[2] length range with PEVK-inhibited potential crossbridges at

the end of the second shortening phase

lbind pot potential range of operative crossbridges

l[bind max] maximal range of operative crossbridges

ldist Ig length of titin’s distal Ig region

ldist Ig[0] length of titin’s distal Ig region attained under fpass[0]

ldist Ig[2] length of titin’s distal Ig region attained under fsticky[2]

l[distIgbreak] length of titin’s distal Ig region attained under f[break]

lend length of PEVK-region end in between most distal PEVK–

actin attachment and distal PEVK-region end

lhs half-sarcomere length

lhs[0] half-sarcomere length at onset of first shortening phase

lhs[1] half-sarcomere length at onset of second shortening phase

lhs[2] half-sarcomere length at onset of third shortening phase

l[myosin] half myosin filament length (=0.8 µm)

lPEV K length of titin’s PEVK region

lPEV K[0] length of titin’s PEVK region attained under fpass[0]

n number of initially bound PEVK segments
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List of symbols

recr segs number of PEVK segments recruited for ’sticky-spring’ force

bearing

s gearing relating lhs[1] − lhs to xPEV K dist

vhs half-sarcomere velocity

xPEV K prox[0] distance between middle of Z-disc and proximal PEVK end at

lhs[0]
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